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Introduction
'The word pupil appeal ч to have come from the Latin pupilla, meaning a \oung
or little gul and ач the quotation suggests came into use because of the obseiver s
tiny reflection in the eye of anothei The area bounded by the iris, the iridic
aperture has been called main other things The expression 'apple of my eyes'
originally refeiied to the pupil not the person reflected in it and Guillaume de
Salluste poetically (ailed it the 'window to the soul' More scientifically, piesentday leseaicheis have lefened to it ач a permanently implanted electrode' or the
only visible pait of the biam' Cleaily, it is the psychophysiological response most
open to unaided obsei vatton" (Janisse, 1977)
Hess gave the name pupillometncs to a field of research that encom
passes the effects of psychological influences, especially positive and negative
affect states, perceptual processes, and mental activity upon the size of the pupil '
(Hess, 1972) This field ol research is presently known as "pupillomclry"
Formerly, it was thought that the pupil dilates as a result of extreme fear or terror,
or when an intense light is shone into the eye Fontana (1765) made an early
observation of this phenomenon in the cat species
Bumkc (in Hess, 1972) gave a summary of the pupil research in 1911
emphasizing that lor ordinary individuals ' in general every active intellectual
process, every psychical el fort, every exertion ot attention, every active mental
image, regardless of content particularly every affect just as truly produces pupil
enlargement as docs every sensory stimulus Hess gave an impression of the
pupillometnc íesearch at the end of the previous century Although high-tech
equipment was not available at that time, many sophisticated experiments were
carried out For example, Westphal (1863) showed that the pupil constricts
extremely under the influence of chloroform, and the pupil dilates tremendously
after administering needle pricks Schiff (1875) proposed that the pupil could be
used as an anaesthesiomclcr pupils dilate in response to sensory stimulation even
when no pain is involved
The pupil also appears to change dependent on mental activity Hess
described an experiment independently carried out by two German psychologists,
Heinrich and Roubinovitsch, at the end of the previous century "The phenomenon
of pupil dilation during mental problem solving that they described can be readily
observed on an informal basis, by simply gazing into a person's eyes asking him to
solve mentally a problem such as multiplying 8 by 13 This experiment can even be
performed by oncscll by looking in the mirror' Hess and Polt (1964) carried out
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the same experiment utilizing more sophisticated equipment They asked five
subjects to mentally solve the multiplications 7*8, 8*13, 13*14, and 16*23 Each
multiplication task increasing in difficulty During the task, the pupils were
measured by taking an infrared photograph every 500 msec The pupil appeared to
dilate immediately after the presentation of each task, and reached its maximum
directly before an answer was given When the answer was given, the pupil reverted
to its original size Moreover the average percentage of increase per task was
10 8%, 11 3%, 18 3%, and 216% respectively, showing some relation to the
difficulty of the task Hess and Polt concluded that the pupil size is time locked to
mental activity To be precise, apart from a delay, it showed immediately in the
pupil when mental activity was generated Further, they stated that the amplitude is
directly related to the difficulty of the task at hand, ι e the amount ol mental
activity that is generated
The pupil changes under a wide variety of conditions Tryon (1975) gave a
list of twenty-three miscellaneous sources that affect the pupil size These sources
are for example light and darkness reflex, near reflex, fatigue, alertness and
habituation, psychiatric diagnosis, sexual and political preference In designing an
experiment one should take these sources into account For instance, experiments
should be carried out in a room with constant illumination and the gazing point
should be in the same place, and there are other conditions that require considera
tion as well (cf Tryon 1975, Hess, 1972) One important feature deserves special
attention the pupil changes more or less randomly as well This phenomenon is
known as hippus or pupillary unrest The aforementioned conclusions take a central
place in this thesis, which is concerned with pupillary responses to mental load
In this thesis, I will investigate language production by means of
pupillometry The language production model I will utilize, is the Blueprint for
the Speaker, designed by Levelt (1989) This model outlines a number of
distinct components that are involved in the generation of speech I will mainly
use the property that the model consists ot a number of distinct processing
components Every component has its own task Because it is not possible to
measure the task of each component, by means of pupillometry, I will omit a
detailed discussion of the model For a complete outline, see Levelt ( 1989)
Here, I will define the central research questions of this thesis There
are two 'Is it possible to determine which components of the Blueprint for the
9
Speaker generate production-related mental load " If this question can be
answered affirmative, the second research question is "How much does each
component contribute9"
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One problem, in answering these research questions, is that the eye's pupil
reacts rather slow, compared to language production When a stimulus is presented,
it lasts approximately 1300 ms before the pupil dilates to its maximum In a naming
task, the onset of the response is approximately 700 ms after the presentation of the
stimulus It is evident that unfiltered pupil responses can not be used for a detailed
look at language production to answer the research questions In chapters two, three
and four, I will introduce a pupillomelnc model, called the Hoeks-Levelt model
(Hocks and Levelt, 1993) In this model, the input that makes the pupil dilate, is
estimated Using this model, it appears that different responses can only be
distinguished in case the time between succesive inputs is more than 300 ms But
differences between moments of activity can be estimated more accurately The
standard deviation of these moments is approximately 40 ms This standard
deviation will be utilized to investigate language production By designing
particular naming experiments, and applying mathematical statistical methods, it
turns out to be possible to estimate means and standard deviations of the production
model s components
I will now summarize my thesis by discussing each chapter shortly The
point of departure of this thesis unfolds in chapters two and three The central idea
is this 11 mental activity changes the pupil size, mental activity can be seen as the
input to a system that affects the pupil The pupil is the output device of this system
The two conclusions arrived at by Hess and Poll (1964) give the impression that
mental activity and the pupil size are related in a simple way In chapters two and
three, I specify this relation by means of two rules The first rule states that every
time an identical mental activity is generated, the pupil changes in an identical way
The second rule states that the output belonging to a concatenation of two inputs is
the sum of the individual outputs belonging to each of these two inputs These two
simple rules imply that mental activity and pupil si/e are related according to the
mathematical operator 'convolution' In chapters two and three, I check whether the
two rules are plausible For convolution, however, it is necessary to introduce a
function that relates the input to the output the impulse response In chapter three,
the impulse response is assumed to have a particular form An estimate of the form
of the impulse response is made, based on pupillary response data from eight
subjects When the impulse response is known, the input (mental activity) can be
estimated This can be carried out utilizing the inverse operation of convolution
deconvolution
This method uses the output to estimate both the impulse response, and the
input at the same time So, it is only possible to estimate the input related to an
estimated impulse response This method has one major shortcoming in that it is
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impossible to estimate the exact form of the input Therefore it is assumed that the
input consists of sharp peaks These peaks are called atlcntional pulses
In chapter two I discuss the role of the output in the Hoeks Lcvcll model
This chapter consists of two parts In the first part, the linearity assumption,
necessary for convolution, will be tested The central idea being that every time a
subject generates identical mental activity, the pupillary response will be identical
In case a subject repeatedly generates identical mental activity within a short period
(1 с , smaller than 1000 ms), the pupillary responses will overlap By investigating
this overlap, the linearity assumption can be investigated
In the second part, the question is handled of what the exact output is in
the Hoeks-Levelt model One often finds that the pupil diameter (in mm ) or the
relative pupil size (in %) is used But the surface area of the pupil may be another,
third option In an experimental study regarding this issue, subjects had to press a
button, as fast as they were able to, every time they heard a lone Meanwhile the
illumination around the fixation point was changed The basic idea behind this
experiment was that subjects carry out an identical task (ι e , generate an identical
amount of attentional activity), while the initial pupil size changed because of the
light intensity These experimental data were best described when the pupil area
was taken to be the output of the system
In chapter three I further investigate the impulse response This chapter
also consists of two parts In the first part I estimate the describing parameters ol
the impulse response Using three diffeicnt experimental conditions, impulse
responses and the related inputs are estimated The result is a mean impulse
response with describing parameters consisting of relative large standard deviations
In the second part, and in the appendix of chapter three, I give an explanation why
the utilized method results in large standard deviations I discovered a set of
impulse responses with allmost identical shapes, but with very different parameters
The input estimates, utilizing these impulse responses, are also very similar By
averaging these estimates, the (mean) input estimate becomes very accurate
Therefore I suggest to investigate impulse responses as being a member of
particular equivalence classes
In Chapter four, a method is discussed how to combine individual input
estimates to derive one mean input estimate over a number of subjects Because
chapter threes conclusion is that it is impossible to estimate an individual impulse
response accurately, the method of chapter four uses the mean impulse response
estimated in chapter three With the aid of the mean impulse response, an input can
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indeed be estimated. However, an individual impulse response and the mean
impulse response as estimated in chapter two, have different maxima Hence, the
individual input estimate needs to be adapted Essentially, the individuali) input
estimates are shifted in time such that its maximum coincides with the maximum of
the mean impulse response
Every individual pupillary signal contains ol some noise, due to pupillary
unrest and quantization of the measurement equipment. Because this noise produces
undcsned artifacts, it musi be detected and deleted The result is a set of shifted
individual input estimates without noise. When these input estimates are added, the
result is a mean input estimate with a large number of sharp peaks The large
amount of peaks does not provide much insight into when the actual attentional
activities took place. But when the peaks arc widened, the mean input estimate
consists of a small number of wide and more interpretable peaks
Chapter five gives an impression ol the possibilities ol' pupillomelry
related to the reaction time paradigm In this chapter some examples are discussed
where pupillometry has advantages over the reaction time paradigm For example,
pupillary measurement is possible where subjects just attend to stimuli without
further response requirements Another example involves response preparation
as in the following task Subjects had to push a button, as fast as possible,
whenever they heard a tone The interval between the tones was constant, so
they could more or less predict the onset of the next stimulus. However, in some
cases the presentation of a stimulus was omitted It is possible to derive a
pupillary reaction for the trials in the absence of a push button response, and
conclusions can be drawn with respect to the subjects' íesponse strategy
Furthermore, the chapter presents a stage analysis of attentional activity, involving stimulus encoding and response selection. It is possible to use the
pupillaiy response for such a stage analysis
Chapter six, finally, turns to language production, combining
pupillometry and reaction time measurement The experiment is set up to
investigate mental load during speech production I have tried to select a simple
production task in which both the reaction time paradigm and pupillometry
could be used: the piemie naming task In a naming task, subjects arc asked to
name particular features of a picture presented In this experiment, subjects had
to name one or more of three object properties its brightness, size and shape I
assumed that each feature is independently attended to it it is to be named In
addition, a common component is assumed that contributes whenever a response
is generated (i.e., the general component). I tested five different stage models.
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Only one model appeared to describe the naming latencies really well The same
model could also handle pupillometnc data Moreover, These data could be
used to refine the model, by splitting up the general component into two (the pre
and the post component)
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Pupillary dilation as a measure
of attention:
An analysis on the pupillary output
Introduction
The primary function of the pupillary reflex is to regulate the amount of light
entering the eye, both in response to changes in the incident illumination (Lowenstein
& Lowenfeld, 1962, Young & Biersdort, 1954) and in order to maintain visual acuity
under changes in the state of accommodation of the eye (Lowenfield & Lowenfeld,
1962) However, under conditions of constant illumination and accommodation, pupil
size has been observed to vary systematically in relation lo a variety of physiological
and psychological factors, including non-visual stimulation, habituation, fatigue, sexual
and political preference, and level ol mental cl lort (Tryon, 1975, Goldwater, 1972)
All these sources of pupillary variation can be listed under the keyword 'attention
Although dilation of the pupil in response to increased attention was I irsi
observed at the beginning of this century (Lowenstein, 1920), the first systematic study
of the phenomenon appears to have been that of Hess and Polt ( 1964) In this study
subjects were required to mentally solve a series of multiplication problems varying
in difficulty Typically, what was observed in this task is that in the course of
presentation of the problems and their subsequent solution by the subject the pupil
would gradually dilate, reaching its maximum prior to the verbal report, and then
return to its original size It was also lound that the more difficult the problem, the
greater the degree of dilation The usefulness of the pupillary response as an index of
altcntional effort was further demonstrated in a series of elegant studies by Kahneman
and his associates (Kahneman, 1973) Their work, as well as subsequent research, has
shown that pupil size can serve as an index of processing load in mental arithmetic
tasks, language processing tasks, short term memory tasks, as well as in reaction time
tasks where stimulus probability is varied See Beatty (1982), Goldwater (1972), and
Janisse (1977) for reviews of this work Although these studies established the validity
of the pupillary response as an indicator ol dltcnlional effort, they did not determine
it as a measure in a stricter sense In particular, the function relating attentional effort
to the pupillary response was never analyzed In this chapter, I introduce a model in
which this function plays an essential role (In chapter three, the function will explicitly
be estimated ) It presents a system analysis of the pupillary response to attentional
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effort. This, in turn, provides us with a method of computing the 'attcntional input'
when given a measured pupillary output.
The paper will proceed as follows. First, I will introduce the model, which
relates attentional input to pupillary output. Next, I will test some properties of the
model. The basic method is dcconvolution, and I will apply it to a set of experimental
data collected for this purpose. And last, a relation between the measured pupil
diameter and the model's output will be discussed.

The model
Input and output
The model relates 'attentional input' with 'pupillary output'. Most tasks are
attentionally complex. Even a simple Donders' reaction task involves a variety of
attcntional responses on the part of the subject (sec chapter 5) There are the subject's
expectancy response when the stimuli arc equally spaced; the perceptual response to
the appearance of the stimulus; there is the decision to respond, and the initiation of
the finger press movement. All these attentional responses happen at different moments
in time, and can be of different magnitude. Correspondingly, I have chosen to model
attentional input as a sequence of attentional pulses that can vary in numbei, in
temporal distribution, and in pulse amplitudes The total attcntional effort involved in
a response is the sum of amplitudes ol the attcntional pulse train.
At first glance, pupillary output is less of an abstract entity. It is the
continuously varying deviation of the pupil's diameter from the base line value. The
latter is the value just prior to the stimulus (task, instruction, event, etc.) which initiates
the attentional response. The pupil diameter is sampled at discrete time intervals of 20
msec. These time intervals can be numbered from 1 to t, where t represents the moment
when the pupil returns to base line without further significant deviations. Hence,
pupillary output can be represented as a vector in t-dimensional space.
Although the pupil's diameter will be measured, the pupil's area can be taken
as the correct system's output as well. I will discuss whether the pupil's diameter or the
pupil's area should be used, together with its consequences.

Linearity
In the model the system characteristics are assumed to be constant during a
measurement session. (In chaptei three, I will give an outline of this assumption ) This
means that the same attentional input pulse always generates the same pupillary
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response. In addition, the output is assumed to obey the superposition principle
Suppose there are two input pulses or input pulse trains x,(t) and x2(l) with
corresponding outputs y,(t) and y2(t). The output in response lo a new input x,(t)+x:(t)
will be y,(t)+y2(t). This is equivalent to saying that input and output arc related in a
linear way, or that the system is linear (This assumption will be tested in this chapter.)
These assumptions are graphically shown in figure 1 Given these assumptions, one can
relate the system's in- and output as given in (1).
y(t) = h(t) * x(t)
where
y(t)
x(t)
h(t)
*

(1)

is the output
is the input, and
is the impulse response of the system
is the so-called convolution operator

The impulse response
The impulse response h(t) is the system characteristic which is constant over
time. In order to be able to derive h(t), a more detailed model will have to be
developed. In chapter three, I will discuss the impulse response in detail.

The output in terms of pupil size
As stated before, the output of the model is the deviation of the pupil diameter
from its base line. It is, however, not self-evident that the assumption of linearity will
stand empirical test when the output is measured in straight pupil diameter values. In
fact, one could argue that it is the area of the pupillary change that matters, i.e., the
squared change in diameter. Which exponent is the correct optimum? Although one
question is posed, two kinds of answers can be given dependent on the behavior of the
base line. First, in case the base line is approximately constant, I will argue that it is
immaterial which exponent is taken. When the system is linear (as wc hope), a linear
approximation is very accurate for any exponent к (see equation 2,3 and 4), and hence
the power m=l (see equation 5). Second, in case the base line varies strongly, к can be
estimated. In the third part of this chapter I will introduce a method to estimate k.
Assuming the pupil starts in a resting state, and that an attentional pulse will
cause a linear change in the area of the pupil. Then, pulse amplitude Δ A will relate to
the difference between old and new pupil area as follows (where ~ stands for 'related').
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ΔΑ = Area

- Area
new

(2)

old

If ihe new pupil diameter d n c w =d o l d +dd and if 3d is small then

Figure I Convolution The shape of the input is the same in situation 1 and II, but in situation I the event takes
place at an earlier moment than in situation II The corresponding outputs land II are identical in form, but
output Π is shifted in urne Input Π1 is a summation of input I and input Π Correspondingly, output III is the
sum of output I and output II
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dd + dd2 = 2 d ,, 3d

Αμ2 d
old

old

(3)

Equation (2) and (3) show the linear relation between pulse amplitude ΔΑ and the
i-hangc in pupil diameter dd if the pupil exponent is two Equation (3) can be
generalized to any exponent к For any к and for sufficiently small pupillary changes,
equation (4) will hold
ΔΑ = к d*^1 dd

(4)

where higher order terms of od are neglected
It follows from equation (4) that the exponent of the pupil is quite immaterial for our
pioccdure in case d0,d is constant For any exponent к the changes of the pupil's
diameter will show a linear relation lo the amplitude of attentional pulses, as long as
3d is small
There is, however, some evidence that the pupillary system is not linear
Semmlow, Hansmann and Stark (1975) have investigated the light reflex as a function
ol the mean pupil size According to their data, the pupil reflex shows a non-linear
behavior related to the initial pupil size for small pupil sizes (smaller than 3 5 mm )
the pupil reflex has a small amplitude Amplitudes increase as the initial pupil diameter
becomes laiger At approximately 5 mm this relation finds its maximum, as for larger
pupil sizes the amplitude decreases
A qualitative explanation ol this phenomenon is that the pupil muscles reach
their limits near the extremes of the pupil size range Terdiman et al (1969) have
independently stimulated the M dilator pupillea and the M sphincter pupillea of an
isolated, but intact motor system of a cat's eye The largest pupil size (in case the
sphincter was not stimulated) was approximately 7 5 mm The pupil had Us minimal
size (saturation) at 2 mm The minimal size of the pupil when the dilator was not
stimulated was 0 5 mm The maximal pupil size due to the dilator was approximately
7 mm
As the processing load reflex is predominantly regulated by the parasympatic
M sphincter pupillea (cf Matthews et al 1991 ), the relation between the initial pupil
size and the maximal amplitude, found by Semmlow et al for the light reflex, does not
necessarily hold for attention-induced pupillary changes
Therefore, I carried out two experiments One experiment aims to investigate
the linearity of the system, required to use the convolution/deconvolution algorithm
The other experiment aimed to answer the question Is the output of the pupillary
9
system the pupil s diameter or the pupil s area
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Estimating the model's parameter
In ordci to be able to make the model woik ι e to Lise it for the computation
of attentional input given some pupillaiy output thici. paiamctcrs will have to be
determined For this purpose I developed a dceonvolulion method using the filter of
Bracewcll and Helstrom (Jansson 1984) with some adaptations The utih/cd
deconvolution methods are described in the appendix to lins chaptci
The first parameter to be estimated is the pupil diameters exponent for which
the system is linear For arguments sake, let's suppose thai (he base Ime d >M=0 and that
the pupil's aiea should be taken to obtain lineai behavioi In case two areas of 1 mm2
are added, the area will doubled Howe\ei the pupil diameter will onl> increase with
a factor v2 In case the diameter is squaied the beha\ioi becomes lineai This
theoretical example will lesult into m=2
For each parametei the experimental pioccduic will be inuoduced lust,
together with the experimental results I will then tum (о estimating the pupil diameters
exponent m (sec equation 5 and 6) Finally, the lelalion between the pupillaiy output
and the model s output will be estimated In particular the value к (see equation 4) will
be the focus of attention

Experimental procedure 1
The purpose of the expei imeni was to collect a tange ol pupillary responses
that would allow mc to vciily whether the s\stcm is lineai and to estimate the system s
parameters (see chaptci three) Basically the expei imeni consisted in measuring eight
subjects' pupillary reactions in a simple reaction task 1 he subjects wcie presented with
an acoustic or \isual stimulus to which Ihey had to respond In one condition the
response was a push button teaction, in anothei it was merci) the subjects' internal
leaction, no overt response was required The lattei experiment is carried out to
acquire data where the reaction time paradigm will lead to no results

Apparatus
Subjects were tested individually in a laboratoiv ι oom that contained the complete
Whittaker 1998-S Eye View Monitor and TV-pupillometer System (LVM), and its
computei monitor, both connected to a PDP 11/73 s)-,1cm The illumination of the
room was noimal, using strip lightning A subject was seated in an adjustable chair
with back head rests During the experimental runs the subject viewed a fixation point
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un a monitoi at appioximatcly one metei distance and at eye level, while a TV-cameia
moniloicd the subjects leti eye In this way ìeflections were recorded from an infrared
source light that was directed continuously at the eye E\cry 20 msec the pupil
diametei was automatically measured as the number of scan lines that intersected the
image of the pupil on the experimenters TV-monitoring screen The spatial resolution
was about 0 05 mm The experiment was controlled by a set of computer programs
One program generated tones that were presented to the subject by means of head
phones Another progiam presented pictures to the subject on a TV screen The
intensity of the TV screen was set at such a low level that the picture was just visible
with the room s strip lighting on

Stimuli
The auditory stimuli were 1000 Hz tones al a convenient loudness level, lasting 100
msec The visual stimuli were white outlined circles on a constant grey background
These were displayed with a radius of 2 0 cm around the fixation point on the screen
and lasted 100 msec The luminance of the stimuli was 0 624 cd/trf and the
background had a luminance of 0 617 cd/m (SD=0 003 cd/trf) (measured 1 m from
the IV scieen with a 80X optometer of United Detector Technology Ine)
In order to be able to verify the superposition principle, I needed responses
to single stimuli and to stimuli which were in relatively close succession to one
another Three kinds of trials were used
;
n

ш

singleton tuais, there is only one stimulus
close pair dials theie arc two stimuli in close succession, with 640
msec between stimulus onsets The subject has to react to both
stimuli
distant pair trials Same as (n), but with stimuli 1640 msec apart

The interval between two trials (ι e , thefirststimulus onsets) varied randomly
between 5 0 and 6 0 seconds A session contained 150 trials, 50 of each kind, in
landom oidei Within every session all stimuli were cither auditory or visual

Subjects
Eight students (four males and four females) were paid to particípale in the experiment
All subjects were naive with respect to the experimental task and with respect to the
puipose of the expei imeni
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Procedure
The experiment was divided into four sessions. Each session lasted about fifteen
minutes. In two sessions the stimuli were auditoiy and in the other two they were
visual. For each kind of stimulus there was one session in which subjects had to press
the push button as fast as possible every time they perceived a stimulus. In the other
two sessions no push-button response was required. Prior to each test the subject
received a written instruction followed by a one minute trail, after which the subject
could ask questions before the test session begins.
The order o( the lour sessions was varied systematically over the subjects,
with the restriction that a subject cither began with two visual stimulus sessions or with
two auditory stimulus sessions Between the second and the third session there was a
coffee break of approximately 15 minutes. The whole experiment took about one and
a half hour per subject. All sessions were run in the afternoon.
The pupil responses to all fifty trials of one kind were sampled and averaged
In this way three averaged pupil traces were calculated for each subject and session,
for singletons, for close pairs and for distant pairs.
It appeared that the pupillary responses in the sessions where no push-button
response was required were too small and contained too much noise for further data
analysis. Therefore it was impossible to analyze them, and they were discarded
altogether

Determining the pupillary power m
Here, I will discuss the exponent for which the pupil diameter has linear
behavior. Linearity can only be estimated in case there are two overlapping outputs
There are three possibilities: The first possibility is that the individual outputs arc
added. The other two possibilities arc that the sums are less or more than the sum. For
that purpose, the output ym(t) was calculated.
= CjQ(dd)

yjt)

}"

(5)

where Cm is a constant so that the maximal value of ym(t) is 1, θ(. ) is the Heavisidc
function:
θ(χ)

= χ

xiO

θ(χ)

=0

x<0

dd is the pupil's dilation with lespeet to the base line (see equation (4)), and m is the
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exponent lo bc Lslimated m might be interpietcd in the following way in case the
contribution of two output pails icsults in moie than the sum ol the parts m will be
smallei than 1 (and larger than 0) In case the conti lbution is smaller than the sum, m
will be largci than 1 Only in the case where the conti lbution is identical to the sum,
will it hold that m is exactly 1
Because the power m can only be determined by assuming the superposition
principle, I used the close pair trials for the computation of m, since only these
pupillary responses would demonstrate sullicient overlapping Assuming that each
stimulus in the pair generates the same attentional response, the output is a linear
combination of two identical pupil responses, shifted in time The dcconvolution
method, descnbcd in the appendix, allows me to compute an optimal estimation of
these two identical îesponses that are spaced 640 msec apart
t

<f,g>

= T,f(t2)

(7>

gftji

In oidei to evaluate the results, a measure of approximation between
computed and measuied pupillary response was developed Both the measured and the
computed pupillary icsponse can be rcpiesented as vectors in a t-dimensional space
(see section Input and output above), call them 1(1) and g(t) for measured and
computed values ìespectivcly If the approximation is pcrlect, the two vectors will
coincide If not there will be some non-zeio angle τ between them The si/c of this
angle is an inveise mcasuie of fit Therefore, the inner product of the two vectors is
defined as The norm or size ol Γ is then | f | = V~<f,f> The angle τ between f(t) and g(t)
can now be defined as
COS(T)-

(8)

^ί\fΠgT
If we assume that |f| = |g[ equation (8) becomes
cos (τ) - <f.'J>

(9)

Using τ as our measure of fit, the optimal m was determined for each subject
and stimulus mode (auditory vs visual) For the auditory trials we found m=l 22 with
a standard deviation ot 63 over the eight subjects For the visual trials these values
were m=l 27 and o= 6^ Neither of these m-values differed significantly from 1, nor
did they differ significantly between them In addition, the average value of τ was as
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small as 1 29 degrees, which means lhat the measured output was well repioduced by
the computations In fact, τ= 1 29 deg indicates that 97 75"7r oí the data variance was
reproduced by the computations This is strong evidence for the validity of our
linearity assumption

Experimental procedure 2
The starting point of experimental procedure 2 is equation (4) Following
equation (4), processing load is linear with doklk ' This result can be explained with the
aid of a model using convolution followed by a function which transforms the output
of the convolution non-hnearly The non-linear output is the pupil diameter (Sec figure
2)

ВД

h(t)

y(t)

У0

F·inv

P(t)

Figure 2 Modelling a simple non-linear processing load / pupil diameter relation The
model involves two stages (related to the experimental procedure 2) The first one is
a convolution stage y(t) is the convolution of the impulse response h(t) and the input
x(t) In the second stage y(t) is added with a value related to the baseline (yu) and then
transformed to the pupil diameter p(t) In this model p(t) = dllld+Ad and F(p(t))=y0+y(t)
where F(x) is a non-linear function
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In the case wheic .1 subject geneiates a constant amount ol pioccssing load
eveiy time a particulai item is picsenled, and the baseline value can be changed
independently the value ol к can inpiinciple be estimated The baseline vanes with
the change of the amount ol light cnleiing the scene where the subject fixates
If the luminance suddenly incieascs after an inter\al ol only 0 2 to 0 5
seconds the pupil begins to conti act, lapully over a period ol about two seconds and
then more slowly loi a fuilhei thtce seconds sometimes showing a scries of small
oscillations at the end ol the contraction Alter seveial immite, however, the eye is
adapted to the new le\cl of illumination (cf Le Grand, 1968) Here two problems
appeared In a practical situation, it is impossible to have an interval of several minutes
between two stimuli and still keep the subject's attention Therefore, I decided to let
the subject wait until his οι her pupil size was relatively stable (ι с after 5 seconds),
I then presented a tone and mcasuied the attention related pupillary change This
approach has one ma|oi disacKantage Because the pupil was not allowed to reach its
equilibrium, illumination and initial pupil si/c are not directly îelated As a
consequence, to be able to relate baselines and pupil changes, it was impossible to
estimate the mean value ol the pupil change as a function oí the baseline related to a
single light intensity Therclore, noise conti ibutions to the pupil si/e like the hippus,
the pupillary unrest could not be aveiaged out Hence a large amount ol
measuiements had to be earned out in oidei to get a propei estimate of the pupil s
power к
Five seconds aftei the illumination was suddenly incicased the pupil still
showed a series of small oscillations It is assumed that these oscillations are related
to the setting of the baseline and not lo mental load I have tried to avoid this
phenomenon by choosing relatively small incieascs of illumination

Experiment
Twenty subjects (fi\e males and fifteen females) participated in the
experiment Subjects had to piess a button as fast as possible eveiy lime they heard a
1000 Hz, 60 ms tone Belore ihe expeiimeni started, subjects were given ample time
to adapt to the situation During the cxpcnment, a spot aimed at the viewing point of
the subjects, was vai led systematically The experimental procedine can be divided in
two parts respectively îelaled to a change m light intensity and ihe presentation ol a
tone In one part the light intensity was changed stepwise (The luminance varied
between 2 04 10 - cd/W (SD=0 0λ 10 Ί cd/irf ) and 4 0 cd/m2 (SD=0 2 calm2) in totally
16 steps approximately lineai with the logarithm of the luminance ) In the second step,
a tone was presented to a subject via a headphone Aftei step two, experimental
procedute carried on with step one, etc The interval between every step was five
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seconds, and the light changes were smoothly ordered Every subject participated in
two sessions lasting fifteen minutes One session started with the lowest light intensity
The intensity increased until the maximal luminance was reached and than decreased
until the minimal light intensity was reached The other session started with the highest
light intensity 180 tones were presented in the two sessions The order of presentation
of the two sessions were varied systematically over the subjects

Determining pupillary exponent к
The main aim of the experiment is to establish the pupil's exponent к Starting
point of this analysis was equation (4) d0,d (the baseline), and Ad (pupil diameter)
changes can be measured The only free parameter in equation (4) is the pupil's
exponent к Pupil diameter changes can be implemented in the equation in two ways
(ι) the maximal change of the pupil or, (u) as the change of area under the pupil
If the amount of processing load is constant for different baseline values the
related sign (•») can be replaced by an equal sign (=) It is possible to replace the value
Δ A by a constant value (C) In that case equation (4) transforms to equation ( 10)

A d

=

"ITT

(10)

where С is a constant
Ad is in one case the maximal change of pupillary diameter, and in the other case the
maximal change ol area under the pupillary trace, and
dold is the base line
Suppose, for arguments sake, the pupil trace has no noise contribution Then a
logarithmic transformation can transform equation (10) into a linear equation
In (Δα) = ln(C) - [k-1)

ln(doId)

(11)

However, there are two noise contributions of importance
-First, the contribution to the noise of the pupil trace itself the hippus This noise is
assumed to be additive, normally distributed with mean 0 (cf Stanton and Stark, 1960)
-Second, the noise contribution related to the experimental conditions This is also an
additive noise with mean zero and is called 'quantization noise' Because the noise in
the system is additive, equation (3) results into a biased estimate of (k-1) Nevertheless
(k-1) can iterati vely be estimated with the aid of a least square method (step 1 to 4)
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1 (k-1) is initially estimated using a linear regression method and equation (3)
2. the value С (equation ( 1 П) is estimated.

(12)
old,j

¿-ι

λ is -(k-1 )

3. λ is adjusted dependent on the squared error.

,
Δλ = 2

Ef(<iaJdli)[4-fid,Hiiii
-ί
—

E^'eW]

λ

2

=λ
1

"-

+ Δλ

(13)

"

ilhf(x) = C.x',
Г(х) = f(x).ln(x).
λ„ is the n-lh estimation of λ.
4. go to step 2 or stop.
Every pupil trace, related to a stimulus, was inspected manually. The
following tiaces were removed from the data:
- the first five responses
- eycblinks and other disruptions
- pupil traces where the maximal change was outside the interval [0.15,0.75] mm.
- errors resulting (rom the measuring equipment
For every subject the λ value was estimated according to equation (3) (linear) and
according to equation (4) and (5) (non-linear) for both the maximal pupil change and
the area under a relevant part of the pupil trace ( Ad(t) ).
Because of the fact that manual inspections arc often rather arbitrary, an
automatic procedure was carried out at the same time as well. The only two criteria
applied in the automatic procedure were to lemove the following pupil traces from the
data:
- eycblinks which lasted more than 240 ms
- pupil traces where Ad<0.15 mm or Ad>0.75 mm.
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Table 1 Estimates of λ (see equation (4)) dependent on the method used
and the pupil parameter Shown are the mean values and the standard
errors (N = 20)
Manually
method
pupil parameter

linear

non-linear

maximum

-1 543 (0 244)

-1 162(0 190)

area

-1 646 (0 275)

-1 206 (0 207)

method
pupil parameter

linear

non-linear

maximum

-0 906(0 160)

0 800(0 163)

area

-0 723 (0 175)

0 670 (0 178)

Automatic

Table 1 shows the estimates of λ dependent on the method (lineai/non linear),
the chosen pupil parameter (maximum/area) and manually determined vs
automatically determined selection of the pupil traces
Although the manually and automatically estimated data differ considerably,
they are not significantly different for the non linear estimates Student's t-test results
in p>0 10 and g>0 05 for the maximum and the aiea estimate, respectively In the
automatic determination of λ, some erroneous pupil traces aie taken into account II
is inherently impossible to describe every possible odd measured pupillary trace in a
criterion or in a set of criteria (see procedure) Therefore, the small number ol criteria
in the automatical determination on the one hand and the experimenters appraisal in
the manual determination on the other, caused the established difference in estimates
of λ
We tested these data for the cases in which the pupillaiy output is either the pupil
diameter or the pupil area Using Student's l test, the data were never significantly
different from the pupil area (g>0 05) The pupil diameter has to be rejected to be the
pupillary output (g<0 001)
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Discussion
In this chaptei, I have lested one ol ihc necessary conditions for a convolution
/ deconvolution model m=l can not be rejected In chapter three, I will discuss the
other system's property necessary for the proposed model This is 'time invariance'
property, that tells us that the systems charactencs are constant in time
I want to discuss one point in the discussion How to incorporate the pupil
area in an experimental set up which measures the pupil diameter9 The experimental
set up, using the Whittakei 1998-S Eye View Monitor, measures the pupil diameter
In the second part ol this chapter, results showed that the pupil area is the output of the
pupillary system at hand and not the pupil diameter According to equation (4), the
piocessing loads arc related according to the equation 2dl)]d öd Therefore, in case the
base line increases or decieases with 10%, the pupillary diameter changes also with
approximately 10% Therefore, in case the base line changes only in a limited way, the
influence on the change ol the mean pupil diameter will be reduced to a second order
influence of d^ Only in case dM changes dramatically, the pupil area can be
approximated by (άΜ+3ύ)2π/4 In this case, I assume that the pupil has the shape ol a
perfect circle
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Appendix
Deconvolution, in more detail
Because the output is the convolution of the input and the impulse response,
the inverse technique of convolution, deconvolution, calculates the input from the
output and the impulse response. If I know the input, the impulse response can be
calculated. I shall use two deconvolution methods. Before I describe them, the filtei
of Bracevvell and Helstrom must be introduced.
The technique 'convolution' can be described in the time domain by
y(t„)

=Ì,hitn.k)

x(tt)
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(Al)

where tn is j disciete time moment (l„=l +n At) y(t„) the output h(tn) the impulse
response and x(t„) the input in the time domain
y(t„) can be liansformed to the frequency domain using a Fast Fourier
Tianslorm algonthm Equation (Al) is then replaced by the following product
= H(f)

Y(f)

(A2)

X(f)

where Γ is the Ircqucncy, Y(f) is the output, H(f) the impulse response and X(f) the
input in the frequency domain
It we want to calculate the input, we divide Y(f) by H(t) This estimation of
the input is not very stable If you want to use a Fast Fourier Transform, H(f) must
have some special properties One ol these properties is that H(f) becomes small' for
increasing f
lim

H(f)

= 0

( A 3 )

his means that '| l/H(f)|-°°' if f-°° If noise in the signal changes Y(f)jusl a little, the
input estimation becomes unstable For this reason Bracewcll and Helstrom developed
a filter which obviates this problem
Bif)

-

H C [ f )

\H[f)\2

XmmJf)=B(f]

(A4)

+N

(A5)

Ylf)

here B(l) is the filter of Bracewcll and Helstrom Xe„(f) is the input estimation in the
fiequency domain, H l (0 l s the complex conjugated of the impulse response in the
fiequency domain and N0 is a positive constant
It can be shown that if the noise is additive with a Gaussian distribution, there
exist no better 1 liter than the Bracewell and Helstrom one (Jansson, 1984)
In spite of the oplimality of this filter, it has some disadvantages First it
allows for negative contributions to the input estimation Because negative processing
load is supposed not to exist, this unrealistic estimation must be corrected The filter
produces also incorrect peaks To identify the incorrect peak, we need to introduce the
theoretical output The theoretical output is the output related to the estimated input
Without these incorrect peaks the theoretical output (using equation (Al)) looks more
like the measured output
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These disadvantages are partly taken away by two correclions ΙΓ xLSl(l) is the
inverse Fourier Transformed function of Xcsl(f). xcs,(t) can be modified in two steps
First, the new estimation of the input is made to have no negative contributions.
x

.,t.n...i

(t)

= max(xejt(t),0)

(A6)

fn ordei to filter unrealistic peaks away, input contributions smallei than a particular
fraction ol the maximum arc set at zero.
X

1 (
f
«t,ne»,l

x

f c

,>fr

X

est,так,1

η

χ

,ifr
est,так,1

max

χ

(A7)

max

where Ir is the fraction (i.e. 0.0,0.1,0 2,....,0.9) and xmax is the maximal input value.
With each xcslnc„i,(t) an estimation of the output can be calculated (using
equation (Al)). The x cslncu „(t) which gives the best output estimation (according to a
Euclidean measure) is taken as the ultimate input estimation
The input estimation with the filter of Bracewell and Hclstrom has one fuither
disadvantage. The peaks of the input estimation are not very sharp Because we assume
that the input consists of peaked pulses only, a second method is developed which uses
both the filter of Bracewell and Helstrom. and the least square method, to estimate the
peaked input. We assume that the output has the following lorm
y ( t „ ) = E ck h(tn-tk)
( A 8 )
к

Where ck is the input at time tk.
With the least square method it is possible to calculate ck. Then, tk is
calculated from the input estimation using the filter of Bracewell and Helstiom, using
the relative maxima of its input estimation. In order to calculate these maxima some
parameteis have to be introduced'
*_(t„>

= Σ

*..t(tJ

(A9)

and the value of x,um at the maximal time. x sumnux = x sum (t mjx ).
The position of the relative maxima arc calculated according to the following
procedure
i.
an input estimation is made using the filter of Bracewell and Hclstrom;
li
the times t o u l and t ( ) W are determined, where t0(11 is the largest time with
xsllm(t)<0 01x summjx and t 09lJ the smallest time with xsum(t)>0 99x slimmjx . For
t<t,l0l and t>t 0 9 9 x(t) is set to zero and for other values oft: x(t) = xL4,(t);
in
the position of the relative maxima of x(t) are calculated.
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Pupillary dilation as a measure
of attention:
An analysis on the impulse response
Introduction
According to the Hocks Lcvclt model (Hoeks and Levclt, 1994) allcntional
input is the input x(t) of a pupillaiy model The output y(t) is pupillaiy behavior, and
is discussed m chapter two However one system characteristic, the impulse icsponsc
h(t), has to be estimated belore the model can be used in practice Output impulse
iesponse and input aie ι elated by convolution
y(t)

= h(t)

* x(t)

(1)

* is the convolution operator
This chapter will give an outline ot the input estimate and the impulse response First
I will discuss these parameteis theoretically Next, the impulse response parameters
will be estimated The results have large standard deviations Therefore, a simulation
experiment is carried out in the third part The consequences of this simulation
experiment will be related to the experimental data Moreover a theoretical impulse
response model will be discussed in the appendix

input estimate
Before the impulse iesponse can be estimated, the input has to be discussed It is in
principle impossible to determine the exact form of the input that changes the measuicd
pupil trace Therefore, there is a form of freedom in the choice of the input form I will
constiuct an input estimate that consists of a number of sharp peaks, called attcnlional
pulses Attentional pulses consists of δ-functions, determined by its time moment and
Us amplitude (the amount of processing load) The input estimate has the following
properties
*„e(t) =E c
к

t

Blt-t,)
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( 2 )

with the ô-function
5(t)

0

if

t*0
(3)

ƒ 5 ( t ) dt = 1

These properties weie chosen because the δ-funclion can be seen as a limit-form of a
particular class of (unctions For example, if f0 „(t) is the density function of a Gaussian
distribution with expectation value 0 and standard deviation σ, the δ-function can be
defined as
5(t)

lxmf

(t)

( 4 )

σιο

The impulse response
The impulse response h(t) is the system characteristic that is constant over
lime In order to derive h(l) a more detailed model will have to be developed By
doing so, the complexity of the pupil's response is leduced to a sequence of more
elementary processes I propose a cascade model, with a number of stages, with
information flowing Irom one stage to thf *xt Each stage in the model has its own
impulse response I assume that lor each ige this impulse response is a declining
exponential function
h it)

=

b

'

e ' " '"'
0

L>t

o.>

tit0>j

(5)

where h,(t) is the impulse response of stage ι and a„ I,, and b, are positive constants
Given this cascade of elementary responses, the impulse response of the
system as a whole will have the form of a general gamma function Its parameters arc
to be estimated from experimental data Because the general gamma function has as
many describing parameters as there are stages or successive boxes in the model, I will,
in general, not be able lo derive a unique or stable estimation from these parameters
Hence I make the additional assumption that a,=a: for all ι and j , ι e , the impulse
responses ot all layers are the same, except for an amplification factor Under these
conditions, the general gamma function reduces to the Erlang gamma function, which
is given in (6)
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where n+1 is the number ot stages and t lmx is the position of the response's maximum
The parameters η and t mjx , determine the form of the Erlang gamma function

Estimating the model's parameters
In oider to make the model work, ι e , to use it for the computation of
attentional input, given some pupillary output the impulse response parameters must
be determined And for this I will use a deconvolution method This method is
described in the appendix of chapter two
The two free parameters of the Erlang gamma distribution arc η and tma„ ι e
the number ol stages in the cascade (= n+1) and the position of the response maximum
Here I will supplement the Biacewell and Hclstrom method with a least square
estimation pioceduie Both methods are descnbcd in the appendix

Experimental procedure 1
The data used in this procedure are those which were also used in part one ol
chapter two

Estimating η and t m a x
The parameteis which describe the impulse response are the number of stages
n+1 and the position of the response maximum tmax In order to estimate these
parameters, I used all three kinds ol trials (singletons, and both, the close and distant
pairs) tor both stimulus modes The procedure is deconvolution My model's
assumption is that the input is a sequence of attentional pulses Deconvolution is a
method of computing an input signal that reproduces the output, given a particular
impulse response (1 e , with specific η and t„u,) The pan of values for which the output
is best leproduccd, is the optimum Optimal values for η and t m „, can be found by
applying deconvolution to a wide range of η and t mj , values The goodness of fit will
again be determined by τ (sec chaptei one), the angle between the computed and
measured vectois
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However, there is an additional dcgice of freedom. The hypothetical number
of attentional pulses. The approximation of the pupillaiy ïesponse will, of course,
improve with the number of attentional pulses that I allow as input I decided to
compute optimal estimations for η and t m i 4 fot all the numbei ol pulses between 1 and
7. Angle τ will decrease with the numbei ol pulses. I will then choose for the smallest
number of pulses, beyond which theie is no substantial improvement of fit.
In order to compute the parameters η and t m i y Ini a given number of input
pulses, I used twice a factorial design, and then a single step optimizing procedure. In
the fust factorial design I varied l n u , between 0 7 sec and 1.2 sec with a step width of
0.1 sec, and η between 4 and 14 with a step width of 2 ' Next, a second factorial design
was carried out around the established optimal paramcteis Here η and t„ m were varied
with a step width of 0.04 sec for t m j v and 0 8 Ιοί η The single step method started with
the optimal paiameters lound in the second factonal design The first step width lor η
was 0.4, and for t m j 4 0 02 sec. For the best paiameters the estimated output foi n±0.4
and Lmjx±0.02 were calculated. Then again the best parameters were selected and the
step width was divided by 2. This procedute was earned out 5 times, eventually
:
leading to the final solution The parametei estimations are piesented in Table 1.
Before discussing these ìesults. a vvoid of caution should be said about the
number of input pulses I allowed foi As mentioned, (his should be the smallest
number, beyond which the fit doesn't impiove significantly. But how far should τ
decrease for us to accept the solution 9 I settled foi τ=5.5 degrees. The reason why, will
become obvious from Table 1, which also repiesents the τ values. There are 48 (n,t mix )
estimates in the table Setting the τ cntciion at 5 5 degrees, in 13 cases no solution
could be found with 7 input pulses oi less. Even a small decrease of our criterion, to
5.0 degrees, dramatically increases the numbei of non-solutions to 23. This is in about
half of the cases, which shows that our cntenon has become too stringent It should
further be added that a fit of 5.5 degrees coircsponds to quite a satisfactoiy 9 1 %
explained variance
Table 1 shows the parameter estimates, stimulus modes (auditory, visual) and
trial types (singletons, close, distant pans) iiom all 8 subjects I established an average
t m j ,ot 930 msec (σ= 180 msec) and an average η of 10 1 (σ=4 I) Using t-tests, I found
no significant parameter differences between the three tiial types Also, there were no
significant differences between stimulus modes. These effects were very strong: the
largest t-value was 0.75, which means that these effects can not been considered to be
significant, even if the number of subjects would have been six times larger Finally,
I was not able to reject the null hypothesis, that subjects had identical impulse
lesponses within singletons, close, oi distant pairs. Of the 21 paired comparisons
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Table 1. Estimated impulse response parameters η and
t[laX for auditory and visual singletons, close and
distant pairs. The number of attentional pulses (#)
and the degree of fit (τ) for each pair of parameters
are also presented.

singleton
subj ec
t

mode

η

t-ax

#

τ

1

aud

-

-

-

>5.5

vis

-

-

-

>5.5

aud

-

-

-

>5.5

vis

12 .9

0.68

6

5.33

aud

16.4

0.98

2

4.77

vis

5.2

0.66

2

2.60

aud

13 .7

1.00

4

4.64

vis

11.6

0.82

3

4.21

aud

11.4

0.71

3

4.98

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

vis

9. 6

0.63

5

3 .81

aud

4.5

1.30

2

5.49

vis

3.8

1.15

3

4.49

aud

11.1

1.12

2

4.46

vis

14.7

0.58

5

5.30

aud

_

-

-

>5.5

vis

4.4

1.06

2

4.34
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Table 1

(Continued.)
close

pairs

distant pairs

ti. IX

#

τ

η

t,r«

#

τ

5.3

0.76

6

4.08

10.2

0.82

7

4.1
7

12.9

0.77

5

5.26

11.6

0.82

6

4.9
5

16.5

0.97

4

5.37

9.7

0.71

5

5.3
8

13 .6

0.90

5

4.96

-

-

-

>5.
5

5.1

0.66

2

3.89

8.8

0.88

7

4.9
9

12.2

1.02

3

3.87

10.0

0.86

4

4.2
9

3 .7

0.95

4

4.93

-

-

-

>5.
5

13 .4

1.16

3

4.02

13 .4

1.15

5

5.3
2

12.5

0.76

7

4.77

15.7

1.10

5

5.2
0

-

-

-

>5.5

-

-

-

>5.
5

5.3

1.21

2

3.99

4.5

1.23

4

4.3
5

6.8

1.14

2

5.12

3 .6

0.94

2

4.9
3

11.0

0.91

3

2.81

15.7

0.94

6

5.4
2

η
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between subjects, 0 рань diflcrcd significantly (at the 5c/i level) for t„,lt and 3 pairs for
n. These findings support the notion that the system's impulse response is a constant
over tasks, and stimulus modes Although the subjects don't differ significantly, one
should realize thai the between-subjecls variance in η is ielatively large. This
observation will be discussed in more detail in the following part oí this chapter.
Summarizing, given the parameter estimations, the average impulse response
can be expressed as in (7).
10.1 t

h

(t)

= t10·1 e ' "°

(7)

mean

Experimental procedure 2
In the previous section, it appeared that n= 10 1±4.1 and tm„=930±l80 ms. But
the large standard deviations were a cause of worry. In this section, I will show an
example ol a number of almost identical impulse responses with completely different
describing parametets. While testing a maximum likelihood curve fit method in the
fiequency domain to estimate the input and the impulse response, with a simulated
output, these impulse responses were computed. The simulated output had the form:
y(t)

= h(t)

+N(t)

(8)

with h(t) an impulse response with (n,tml()=(10,1000 ms), and N(t) is a uniformly
distributed stochast: N(t) =, Un(-0.05 h(l„m),0 05 h(tm„J).
In the case where both the input and impulse response are estimated, it
appears that more than one local optimum could fit the data described in equation (8)
equally well. Five of these are listed in table 2.
Notice that for these estimates an extra parameter, the delay time (i.e., td), had to be
introduced. The parameter tu prompts how much the moments of the inputs will need
to be shifted for an optimal fit of the output with the estimated Erlang Gamma function
For the impulse responses in table 1, the largest distance to the real impulse response
( (n,tm,lx) = (10, 1000 ms) ) is less than approximately 1 % of the maximal value of the
impulse response, ι e. h(t n№ ) (τ< 1.2 dcg). The output's noise is 5%. When the
estimated impulse responses are plotted, it appears that the impulse responses look
very much alike (see figure 1).
Although only one example has been given where some impulse responses
look very similar, I assume there that is an infinite set of close similar impulse
responses. The optimal fit depends largely on the noise contnbution.Therefore, the
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Table 2. The impulse responses that fit the output,
described by equation (11). The impulse responses have the
form: htTiAXiri Ld ( t + td) = h(t), where h(t) has the description
of equation (6).
impulse
response

η

1

10.0

1000.

0.

2

8.5

921.

76.

3

11.0

1050.

-46.

4

11.8

1082 .

-82.

5

8.4

916.

tr,™

(ms)

td (ms)

80.

choice of the (maximum likelihood) optimal impulse response is rather arbitrary. In
case the maximum likelihood criterion is used, the optimal estimate is
(n,tnm)=(l 1.8,1082 ms). The estimate of t„ m has an error of 82 ms. This means thai the
moments of the attentional pulses arc systematically 82 ms too early. In chapter four,
this problem will be addressed by using mean input estimates over a number of
va différant impulse reeponа«в

Figure 1. A representation of five (!) impulse responses are represented. The close
similarity is obvious.
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subjects Theic I will assume ihm the estimated paiameters ol the mean impulse
ïesponsc (n t, J = (10 1 94) ins) aie coiteci In the appendix the impulse responses
with a sttong similarity will be giouped into equivalence classes Even though the
results will no be utilized in the following chapters, these findings aie potentially
impoitant foi pupillometiy and (mathematical) psychology

Discussion
There aie three points that need some elaboration the systems delay, the
system s variability within a session and the method's temporal resolution

The system's delay
If the subject s task is tnggeied by some stimulus at I,, as in our experiment
the deconvolütion method will pioducc a string of attentional pulses at moments t l r
etc But is t, ically the moment of the first attentional pulse ' No, it is not Equation (7)
does not yet involve a dclav component Deconvolütion will put the first pulse exactly
there where the pupil starts dilating and that may be too late But how much too late '
This is a tougher question Data by Beatty (1982) and Zimmer (1984) indicate that
initiation of pupil dilation follows the stimulus at about λ()0 to 500 msec In our data
the average lirst dilation came at 120 msec But of couise, the lirst attentional pulse
does not coincide with the stimulus cither, because it is a response to the stimulus II
its latency is t, msec then the system s delay is 320-t, msec Can t, be determined7 The
answei is negative The attentional pulses are a theoretical constiuct of real brain
activities They cannot be identified in the subject's response One might try to give
them empirical content by lelating them to ERP components For instance Naalanen
and Picton (1987) interpret the N100 wave as the first cognitive îesponse to a
stimulus If I inteipret that component as the fust attentional pulse, then t,=100 msec
or theieabout The system s delay is then something like 220 msec This would mean
that the computed pulse moments should all be decreased by 220 msec in order to find
the 'real' locations of the attentional pulses
In practice, the problem of delay will be negligible in most cases The
experimentéis interests are usually geared to the companson between stimuli or task
conditions Do they differ in size, number or distribution of attentional pulses' Since
the system's delay can be assumed to be a constant, the delay factor can be ignored in
answering these ol questions
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Temporal resolution
What іь the methods temporal resolution9 Temporal resolution has two
aspects The first relates to the reliability of computed pulses' position in time The
second relates to the discnminability of pulses I am rather optimistic concerning the
first aspect, but less so about the second one In one simulation I spaced three input
pulses rather far apart, at t=0, 600, and 1200 msec I computed the system s response,
and then added 1, 5, or Ï0c/r noise Deconvolving these noisy data resulted into
deviations from the input values of 0, 20 and 40 msec , respectively (there was a
discrete 20 msec time scale ι e , corresponding to the time grain of the Eye View
Monitor) This shows that the computed pulse locations arc quite reliable the largest
deviation is 40 msec, which is 3 3 % of the entire range of the altentional pulses
But how discnminable arc altentional input pulses, or more sua inctly put,
what is the resolving power of our deconvolution method ' This I investigated by the
following simulation I used two pulse inputs, and varied the pulse-to pulse lime
interval Again using the impulse response given in (10), outputs were computed for
each pulse pair I then added 5% noise to these outputs, and applied deconvolution It
showed that, for such noisy data, the method could no longer discriminate between
pulses with a temporal distance smaller than 300 msec it would then compule a single
broad pulse instead ol two narrow ones It is important to keep limits of this oidci in
mind when interpreting experimental results
This, then, brings us to a final theoretical question should one want to make
more subtle discriminations9 Our model assumes attentional input to exist of a string
of pulses Each pulse has infinitesimal duration This is, of course, an idealisation All
cognitive activities have some duration Typical durations of event-related potential
components, some of which are psychologically interpretable, typic al durations are
between 100 and 300 msec If these reflect real altentional waves (as one might
suppose about a component such as P300, the odd-ball effect) the resolving power of
our method seems acceptable One should, however, not expect that the method can
be essentially improved This is because the impulse response (Equation 10) essentially
acts as a low pass filter The pupil simply does not transmit high frequency
components Therefore, it is impossible to estimate two events independently in case
their temporal distance is less than 300 msec Hence, they cannot be reconstructed by
whatever deconvolution procedure

Fluctuation of the impulse response within a session
Each of a subject's four sessions lasted about 15 minutes Docs a subjects
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impulse response show a systematic vanation ovci a session' In ordci to test this, I
split each session in two halves of І г minutes For each separate pait I estimated the
optimal impulse response for the three trial conditions The linee (η t„ x) estimations
were then a\eraged Foi the first І г minutes n=9 5 (SD=4 6) t nx=920 msec (SD=230
msec) The result (or the second pait was n~8 8 (SD=4 1), tm x=850 (SD=210 msec)
Foi both η and tmaK it wasnt possible to reject the null hypothesis that the impulse
responses are identical (For η t(59)=0 47 rj>0 SO and for l nll4 t(59)-0 84, p>() 20 )
Hence I feel justified in assuming that the impulse response is constant over the 15
minutes of measurement

Notes
1 Values oft, , smallei than 0 7 sec too frequently lesulted into solutions where the
number of input pulses had to exceed 7 in order to reach a reasonable fit Values
beyond 1 2 sec are unrealistic, because in our measurements the maximal pupil size
was reached no later than 1 3 sec after the stimulus Given a standard delay in the
pupillary system of at least 100 msec (see Discussion) t mlx \alucs > 1 2 are considered
to be unrealistic
2 I used one additional optimizing rule to pievcnl us against continuing search in
unrealistic areas of the (n t ^ ) space Suppose the system has a certain known impulse
response In that case the least square method will give a good estimation of the input,
ι e a scries ol narrow peaks or pulses The filter of Bracewell and Helstiom, however,
will calculate an input with relatively broad peaks As a consequence the Bracewell
and Helstrom filter, will estimate different Irom the least square method input peaks
that arc too wide In case the systems impulse icsponse is not known ι e in our
measurement situation, it can happen that the Biacewcll and Helstrom filter
occasionally pioduces a better output estimate than the least square method would
This however will only be due to an enoneous choice ol the impulse response's
parameters II they would have been correct, the least square method should have
produced the better approximation This leads us to use the following additional rule
Only those η and lmax aie to be used foi which the least square method yields a better
output estimate than the lilter of Bracewell and Helstrom
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Appendix
Figuie 1 shows clearly that a particular set ol different impulse responses have almost
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identical shapes In this appendix I will describe a method to group a set ol almost
identical impulse ïcsponses The starting point is the standard form of the impulse
lesponsc within the time domain

h(t)

tK e ' » l [ 0 , . , ( t )

- c[N,tw)

(All

and within the frequency domain

Η(ω) =

(A2)
(1 + α ω b)"

where (n,tmjx) are the desuibing parameters of h(t) (time domain)
(b,M) the describing parameters ol Η(ω)
1,0 ,(l) isO if KOand 1 il else
c(N.t111K) is a normalizing factor· the area of h(t) is defined to be 1
Further, it holds·
t
b =- ^

(A3)

M- N +1

(A4)

The relation between equation (Al) and equation (A2) is given by the Fourier
tiansform equations The explicit form of this, and other integrals, can be found in
Gradsteyn and Ry/hik (1980) Equation (A2) shows that the power spectrum of the
impulse response is large for ω, approximately 0 and small for large ω. A filter with
the properties described for the impulse response is known as a low pass tiltei For
more information on Fourier transformations see Blackman & Tukcy (1958) and
Bngham (1974)
One common properly is related to the impulse responses in the equivalence
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tmax (N=10)

Figure Al The number of estimated impulse responses as a function of the
describing value of the impulse response t max if N 0 is chosen 10 The function is
smoothed by means of a Gaussian filter (σ=100 msec)

class The impulse responses are supposed to be almost identical This vague
description appeared to be lianstormable into a method that classifies an individual
impulse response into an equivalence class In using this method, one has to take the
delay time td into account (see table (1)) If the impulse responses need to be shifted
with +tj the moments of the attentional pulses have to be shifted with -td Taking these
shifting conditions into account, the estimated outputs arc identical for every choice
of tj Moments of attentional pulses, minus the delay time (l,+td), appeared to be a
describing parameter, as well as the amplitude of an attentional pulse
The objective ol the input estimate procedure is not to predict the form of the
impulse response, but to estimate the input The input is a function of the delay time
td td is a function of the impulse response Before the input can be estimated, a
mathematical) method needs to be developed to cluster impulse responses into an
equivalence class A method is developed to estimate the delay lime td dependent on
(n,t m J
I will define a pan as 'almost identical' impulse responses, when the two sets
of (n,t„ ,Д,), (with ι is 1 or 2) that have a minimal distance according to a least square
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criteiion The least square measure is chosen because о! Paisevals Ihcoiem which
states that the least square measure leads to an identical icsult independent of the
choice of the domains (i с , time domain or liequency domain) The least square
equation of the power spectra in the frequency domain becomes (equations (A5) and
(A6))

did

ƒ
¿

( 1 +b¿Cu

(A5)

(1+bjV)

wheic (b,,M|) arc the describing parameters ol the estimated impulse lesponse and
(b0,M„) are the describing parameters of the referent impulse response belonging to
t nu ,=900 ms or N 0 =10 Equation (A5) leads to the next mathematical lorm that has to
be minimized

В{1

2'М°Л2)+ІВ{

'
b.

ι

M.+M+l

1

2

w,

2

(A6)
A^+Mj+1

M0+M1

2

2

, i -

where В is the beta I unction (B(a,b) = Г(а) Г(Ь) / Г(а+Ь) )
Г(г) is Euler's gamma function (cf Whittaker & Watson (1927))
,F, is the hypergeometneal function as defined by Gradsteyn & Tyznik (1980)
Next, the delay time td, for the estimated (N,t m i J, has to be calculated Here
it is assumed that the phase spectrum of the impulse response (in the hequenc>
domain) plays a central role in positioning the impulse response in the time domain
As a consequence of Parscval s theorem, the phase spectrum is only of importance for
those co's lor which the power spectrum has a significant non-zero contribution
Therefore, a mean value of the phase spectrum is calculated, weighted with the power
spectrum of the impulse response Because the mean phase ol eveiy impulse response
in the equivalence class has to be identical the tl( will have to be estimated accordingly
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(equation (A7) and (A8))

ƒ

M a r c t a n (beo) +ωί„
-dec
2

2

(l+b Q )

i

E{phase)=

0

2

!

2

2

(l+b co )

(Α7)

2

E(phase) is a function f(M,b,td) Because the relation of M and b is fixed with
equation (A6), the time shift td is completely determined by the value ol f(m,b t d ) It is
necessary to determine the integial value described in equation (14) Using the
'Numerical Recipes' subroutines TRAPZ and QSIMP (Press, Flannery, Teukolsky &
Vellcrling, 1986) the integral values can be approximated The estimated values
descube a function to which relative simple functions arc fitted yielding this equation
tortj
Const

= fc + t
d

—•
ma

"

N

—

(JV+Cj)

(A8)
(W+C2)

l

'

where C, = 0 4562±0 0006, Ç, = 0 8719±0 0005, (N,lmax) aie the describing parameters
of the impulse response in the time domain, Const is a constant \alue and td the delay
time belonging to the impulse response (N,t m l J Now, if id is supposed to be 0 for the
standard impulse response (wheie (n sl ,t mj , 4l ) arc known) ld will be completely
determined in the case of an estimate (td is used to shift the moments ol the attcnlional
pulses )
Two further questions remain to be answered The first one is ι elated to the
fixed parameter in the equivalence class .Is it better to fix N„ or l m , x U ' The second is
ι elated to an unknown property of the input Which input estimates can be used' Both
questions will be addressed by means ot analysis of experimental data The
investigated data are the same as those of part one ol chaptei two
The vantage point, to answer these research questions, is that some estimates
ol the described method will lead to nonsense solutions Howevei, the nonsense
solutions will have to be distinguished Irom the relevant ones Therefore, both
questions can be answered by screeningthe equivalence classes dependent on N 0 or
l m a , 0 These data are shown in figure Al and figure A2 Figure Al presents the t m j x
values that describe the equivalence classes of the impulse response if N 0 is fixed
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Figure Α2 The describing value of the impulse response N if t m a x 0 is chosen 900 msec
The function is smoothed by means of a Gaussian filter (σ=1 0)

Figure A l contains only one high peak N o discrimination can be made between
relevant and non relevant estimates on the basis of the estimate with a fixed N„ Figuie
A2 shows the equivalence classes for a fixed tn ч 0 This tigurc has two high peaks and
a third small one The peak in the middle has a mode of n=9 3 It îesultcd in a mean
π value of 10 1 The middle peak contains estimates ol impulse responses that îesemble
data I have obtained Therelore the middle peak is supposed to contain relevant
estimates of the impulse responses The interval of the η that belongs to the middle
peak is [5 5 , 13 7] Only estimates that have an equivalence class of impulse responses
where пе[^ 5 , 13 7] (t„ x 0 =900 ms) are used in the mean input estimate The ultimate
input estimate for one mean pupillary trace is equal to the mean of the useable
individual corrected input estimates
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Estimating mean processing load
utilizing a number of pupil traces
Introduction
In the previous chapter, I discussed the impulse response of the Hoeks
Levelt model It appeared to be possible to estimate the mean impulse
response However, every impulse response is a member of a class of impulse
responses with almost identical shapes Therefore, it happened to be rather
difficult to determine the impulse response of a single subject However, the
mean impulse response over a number of subjects could be determined The
parameters of the mean impulse response found were tmsx=930±180 ms and
N=10 1±4 1 These parameters will be utilized to estimate individual mputs
(1 e , moments and amplitudes of attentional pulses)
Because the mean impulse response is not the impulse response of a
smgle subject, differences can appear between the real and the estimated
input The differences can be due to the individual estimator part, or to the
mean estimator part of the method Sometimes, individual estimates contain
input peaks that can be a consequence of the method utilized, or to noise in the
signal
In chapter four, I present a method to estimate common mental load
over a number of subjects The method can be divided in an individual, and
a mean estimate part The individual estimate derives an input from an
individual pupillary trace The procedure of calculating the individual estimate,
is divided m two sections input estimate and noise removal In the first
section, input estimâtes (ι e , a set of attentional pulses) from a single measured
pupillary trace are discussed In the second section, the input estimate is
checked for artifacts These artifacts can be either due to the used method of
deconvolution (see the appendix of chapter two) or due to noise in the signal
(1 e , the pupillary trace) m the noise removal section The procedure for
calculating the mean estimate, combines several input estimates, and will be
explained in the next section
The method is schematically represented m figure 1
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deconvolution

pupil trace

input estimate

noise removal

Figure 1 The process of the mean estimate is represented in a schematic way Each
stage of the estimate is represented with a line between two blocks In each block, the
result of that part of the estimate is represented schematically For further explanation
see the text. (This figure continues on the following page )

A model for estimating mean input
1 Individual estimate
1.1 Input estimate
The technique of estimating the processing load input using pupillary
data, has been extensively discussed in the appendix of chapter 2. The impulse
response in this method is not estimated, but the mean impulse response is
constantly in use. As a consequence, some adaptations needed to be carried
out. These adaptations will be discussed in the next section and in section 2.1.

1.2 Noise removal
1.2.1 Sidelobes
The main assumption in this section is, that the impulse response of
a single subject can differ from the mean impulse response over subjects as
calculated in chapter three. The estimation method discussed in section 1.1
makes use of the mean impulse response. Differences between individual
impulse responses and the mean impulse response will result in systematic
errors in the input estimates of mdividual data. Two kinds of error are
investigated: The effect of the "sidelobes", and the time shift. The former is
investigated by means of simulation data, and the latter is discussed in section
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other estimates
^interaction \^
y I
\

smoothing

ML
time alignment

mean estimate

smooth estimate

Figure I (Conlinued)

2 1 (time alignment section)
Some of the peaks generated by the input estimate, are artifacts a
theoretical examination shows that the graph has peaks on places where there
should be none Two kinds of artifacts will be discussed. The first artifacts are
negative estimates of processing load This means that negative estimates have
to be eliminated Other estimates are erroneous because the method estimates
peaks where there are none in practice These errors are called "sidelobes". A
Visualization of sidelobes is shown in figure 2
The erroneous estimate, due to sidelobes, can simply be avoided by ignoring
peaks which are smaller than a particular percentage of the maximal peak. If
this percentage is set too high, it might lead to real processing load activity
being ignored In the case where the percentage is chosen too low, sidelobes
might wrongly be interpreted as processing load Here, the percentage will be
set at 15% for several reasons On the one hand, for a large set of individual
impulse responses the effect of sidelobes is eliminated On the other hand, a
possible deletion of a real mental load activity of less than 15% of the maximal
amplitude, is acceptable Figure 3 shows the effect off this particular choice as
a function of individual impulse responses

1.2.2 Noise related to the output
A second source of error can be the noise of the pupillary system and
the measurement equipment. The input estimate method developed by Hoeks
and Levelt (1993) generates input peaks which can be related to noise It is
important to recognize these pulses as caused by noise, and to filter them out.
For this purpose, attentional pulses with an amplitude less than c ^ are filtered
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main peak and side lobes

time (sec)

Figure 2. An example of an input estimate utilizing the filter of Bracewell and Helstrom. The
estimate shows clearly one main peak The other peaks are artifacts These artifacts are called
sidelobes

out, with
1.96

scf
mean

h{t

fM

(4)

sd m „ n is the mean standard deviation of the measured output in time
h(t) is the impulse response
M the number of used pupil traces
The reasons why for using this formula, are discussed in the appendix

2 Mean estimate
2.1 Time alignment
Moments of the attentional pulses in the input are estimated
incorrectly, due to the fact that the mean impulse response is used, and not the
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lobe to peak ratio (in %)

lobe to peak ratio (in %)

Figure 3
The relative amplitude (in %) of the highest sidelobe is plotted as a
function of the real impulse response. The sidelobes are generated using
the filter of Bracewell and Helstrom The utilized impulse response has
t„,=930 msec and N=10.1 The top figure shows the relative amplitude as a
function of t„„ and N
The bottom figure shows also the relative amplitude. In case the relative
amplitude was less than 15%, the value is set at zero The bottom figure
gives an impression how well the '15 %-criterion' fits. The flat part of
the curve where the value is zero, shows the area where no errors are made
due to sidelobes. In the other area, the method generates erroneous input
estimates
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individual impulse response, in the deconvolution method A rather crude
interpretation of this effect might be, that the input estimate tries to overlap
the maxima of the theoretical output (1 e the output related to the estimated
input) with the measured output An impulse response with a small tmilx will
therefore position its input peaks later, unlike an impulse response with a large
tmiX would do Because of the linearity of the filter of Bracewell and Helstrom,
peaks are expected only to shift, the differences in moments of the attentional
pulses in the estimated mput are expected to be constant (In the appendix of
chapter three, this interpretation is analyzed mto detail )
When subjects react in a similar way to a particular test, the mput
estimates for these subjects will only vary in their moment due to the different
tmix s of the impulse responses of the subjects This method further assumes,
that the input estimates are identical except for a time delay As a consequence,
the mput estimates have to be shifted These findings are m complete
agreement with the findings of part two of chapter three
The mean moments are directly related to cognitive processes and
their relation m time For that reason, the moments have to have an expected
systematic shift value of zero This is, because the mean value of the tmñx over
the subjects is expected to be identical, with the tmax of the mean impulse
response So, the mean impulse response for the mput estimate sometimes
results m an mput, where the moments are either too late or too soon When
the alignment is correct, the mean moments are expected to be correct m time
The alignment procedure leaves the temporal distances of the
attentional pulses constant, so the inputs only shift
χ

(t) = χ
new*

'

f t - t , „J
est

shift

/SI
\ -> )

хГ51 is the estimated mput
t shlft is the amount of shift
x new is the corrected mput estimate
For every subject the t shlfl has to be estimated It is possible to estimate the
amount of shift between two subjects, by comparmg their estimated inputs If
one mput shifts m time, there is a moment where the two input estimates will
look alike This comparison can be made with the aid of a correlation function
The mput estimate is assumed to be constant for all subjects However,
there remams a problem Because the mput estimates consist of very sharp
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peaks, just a small error in the moment of the input estimate will cause large
errors m the correlation function between two individual input estimates
Consequently, small changes in time will result m a lack of overlap in the
correlation estimates This particular problem can be solved by widening the
attentional pulses with the aid of a moving-average-hlter

X

,
.( t )
widenedv

= ¿>

1

buAt)
MA'

=-

* χ

( t)
ΜΛ (
'

_AT
2

newx

ΔΤ

'

(t)
'

( t)

2

дг

* is the convolution operator
x new (t) is the shifted estimated input
x MA (t) is the widened input estimation
ЬМА(0 1 S m

e

moving-average-filter

1[ М І Ш ] ( Ч is 1 is 11| ¿'ΛΔΤ and 0 if | t|>AV*T
ΔΤ is the width of the rectangle In these experiments ΔΤ = 160 ms
The moving-average-filter is chosen for its specific qualities, it causes
an attentional pulse to be spread out over a large area (of width ΔΤ) around
its original moment Even if the attentional pulses are shifted over 100 ms, the
moving-average-filter will ensure an overlap Moreover, the filter takes care
of a simple one or zero relation When an activity of one input estimate
overlaps with an activity of another one in a particular region, the contribution
to the correlation will be constant over that region If different, the contribution
will be zero In using this preference of a moving-average-filter, the only free
parameter is Δ Τ In case Δ Τ is too small, a minor difference in the input
estimâtes will not result in an overlap for the correlation estimate In case ΔΤ
is too large, widened attentional pulses of one estimate may overlap
Consequently, the simple one or zero relation will be lost
The time of the correlation function between responses of two subjects
with the maximal correlation is called the estimated shifting time of these
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subjects. The estimated shifting time can be calculated for every pair of
subjects. The overall shifting time of a particular subject i is the mean shifting
time of all subject pairs where subject i is present. Because some subjects may
show a variation in strategy, individual shifting times are the weighted means
utilizing the correlation squared. This correlation function is calculated over
the interval [-60,60] ms.

2.2 Overall estimate
The overall input estimate is an indication of the mean processing
load. The mean input estimate consists of many attentional pulses. With this
large amount of pulses, it becomes difficult to interpret the input estimates
correctly (see figure 4).
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Figure 4. An example of a mean input estimate without the use of a filter
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7

2.2.1 Peak widening technique
By widening the attentional pulses with the use of a smoothing
technique, many pulses will be clustered into only a few (see figure 5). The
filter is:

2a ¿
b

Gaussai

σ л/2 π

b G a u s s (t) is the Gaussian filter in the time domain
BGauS5(co) is the Gaussian filter in the frequency domain
σ is the standard deviation. In this experiment σ = 50 ms

The method of widening peaks with a Gaussian function, has been
applied in techniques that also attempt to estimate probability density
functions. The technique used here, is called the 'kernel method for univariate
data' and has been elaborately discussed by Silverman (1986). Silvermann
(1986) states: "There is as yet no universally accepted approach to this problem
[i.e., the problem of choosing the correct smoothing parameter]". Therefore, σ
is chosen to be fixed, σ has a rather small value because "the reader can do
further smoothing 'by eye', but cannot easily unsmooth." This filter transforms
an attentional pulse to a Gaussian form.

Conclusion
The starting point of this chapter was the conclusion that it
isimpossible to determine the unique impulse response of one subject.
Consequently, a particular impulse response will be used to estimate common
attentional activity properties over a number of subjects. However, the
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Figure 5. The mean input estimate of figure 4 is smoothed by using a Gaussian filter with
σ=50 msec. Clearly, one very high peak appears along with some smaller ones.

impulse responses differ over the subjects. Using only one impulse response,
the input estimates of particular subjects consists of moments that are
systematically too early. For other subjects, it results into moments that are too
late. These input estimates need to be combined, in order to achieve a correct
input. I chose to utilize the mean impulse response. In such a case, the
expected moments will be correct. In the case where the mean impulse
response is utilized, the applied corrections result, in a statistical sense, to the
mean expected input over a number of subjects. Apart from some routine
noise removal procedures, the main procedure is to align input estimates.
Every input estimate will be shifted, using the correlation function on input
estimates. However, the input estimates need to be adapted, because the
utilized method can not be applied in cases where the function changes very
rapidly. Therefore, I widened the sharp attentional peaks of every input
estimate with a moving-average-filter.
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Appendix
Estimate of the error
An erroneous estimate of an attentional pulse can be related to noise
added to the original signal The noise N is assumed to have a mean E(N) = 0
Furthermore, the noise is assumed to change the eye's pupil much faster than
it changes because of processing load In case noise is generated m the cortex,
the impulse response will filter it, and therefore almost no pupil change can be
expected However, if the noise is generated in a much lower part of the
pupillary system (ι e , nearer to the output of the pupillary system), some noise
can be expected in the pupil trace The impulse response of this part of the
signal has a t m a x very close to 0 Consequently, when the mput of this lower
part of the pupillary system is white noise, the pupillary change has to be
noisy as well
Another possibility is, that the noise is generated by the acquisition
equipment and can therefore be related to bit fluctuations (,i e quantization
noise) These fluctuations are assumed to have a white noise character
In both cases, the noise can be approximated by white noise So the
only important parameter is the standard deviation (sd) of the white noise The
sd is related to the standard deviation of the pupil trace during a
measurement The standard deviation of the pupil trace for a particular task
can be calculated by estimating the mean pupillary change at a particular
moment t, E[p(t,)] and the expectation squared E[p(t,)2]
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s d ( p ( t j ) =s¡E[p(ti)2}

-E[p(tx)

]2

(Al)

sd the maximum likelihood estimate of the standard deviation of the pupillary
change at t,
Because it is assumed that the noise is white, the standard deviation
has to be the same for every time step. So the mean standard deviation sdmcan
gives a good estimate of the standard deviation of the noise.
For an experiment some pupil traces are averaged. The noise of the
averaged pupil trace is sd mMn /VM, with M the number of points used to
average the pupil value. So, M is the number of pupil traces used.
The probability that a noise value is outside the interval [sdmran/VM,+sdmMn/V"M] is assumed to be more than 31%. The probability has
to be less than 5%. In the normal approximation the interval must be [-φ"
40.975).sd m e a n //m^40.975).sd m e í n /VM],with

φ ( χ ) = r±-Ldt

(A2)

ф(х) is the inverse function of ф'(у)
(If ф(х)=у then is ф 1 (у)=х)
φ 40.975) = 1.96
In this estimate the input was used and not the output. The output y(t)
with the input x(t):
y(t)

= h{t)

* x(t)

h(t) is the impulse response.
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(1)

Now, it is assumed that the input which generates a pupillary change
must have a pupillary response in excess of the critical noise value φ"
1
(0.975).sdmean/V"M. The maximal pupillary change is directly related to the
maximum value of the impulse response. The impulse response has its
maximal value for t=t m a x . If the amplitude of an attentional pulse is c„ the
maximal pupillary response is h(tmax).c1. So, in cases where the maximal output
has to be greater than <\>л(0.975).5атеяп/-ТЫ, the minimal amplitude of the
attentional pulse must be greater than
φ-1(0.975)

sd
mean

c

n,ln =

ρ
h ( t
v

max'

,
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V
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Using pupillometry in
exploring α simple stage model
Introduction
In chapter two, three, and four, I discussed the Hoeks-Levelt model
In this model, the mput has a particular form the input consists of sharp
peaks, ι e , attentional pulses and I assume that attentional pulses are
directly related to functional stages
This introduction consists of two parts First, the input of the
Hoeks-Levelt model will be discussed and the role of attentional pulses will
be outlined In particular, attentional pulses will be related to stages. In the
second part, Donders' substraction method and Sternberg s additive factor
method will be discussed in a sketch of the history of reaction time (RT) re
search In the third part, a set of experiments will be introduced

Pupillometry
The Hoeks-Levelt model applies a deconvolution procedure (see
the appendix of chapter two) This procedure has a major drawback The
properties of the impulse response, combined with inaccurate measurement
of the task-evoked pupillary response, make it impossible to independently
estimate two mput pulses that occur withm a period of 300 ms As a
consequence, it is possible that an estimated attentional pulse represents the
sum processing load of two or more stages rather than the load of one
single stage of the process
Because of the linearity of the method, the amplitude can be inter
preted as the sum of all activities represented by this attentional pulse and
the pulse s moment then becomes the weighted mean of the moments in
time where the processmg load activities were generated Therefore, the
amplitude and the moment of this estimated attentional pulse are related to
a number (i.e., > 1) of underlying attentional pulses
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where t, and A, are the moment and the amplitude of the attentional pulse,
a k and т к the processing load and processing time of stage к and a k ':
<=K**+

Σ

а,

(3)

n=Jt + l

where N(i) is the number of stages represented by attentional pulse i and ß k
a value between 0 and 1, indicating the position of the mean processing
load of stage k: If ßk=0, the mean processing load is at the very beginning of
stage к and if ß k =l it is concentrated at the end of stage k.

Reaction time research
RT research has a long tradition in experimental psychology. Some
basic traditional assumptions in the RT paradigm are of such importance
that they are, mutatis mutandis, still in use. Helmholtz mtroduced the RT
experiment as a method to estimate the speed of nerve conduction in 1850.
Donders (1868, 1869) was the first to use this kind of experiment to study
the speed of mental processes. He proposed to interpret reaction times as
the result of a concatenation of disjunct mental processes with a particular
duration. He also developed a special technique to estimate these durations.
Donders theorized that processes, like stimulus discrimination and
response selection, are serially organized within the nervous system. If an
experiment could be designed where particular processes can be included
and excluded systematically, an estimate of the latency of each process (i.e.,
stimulus discrimination and response selection) can be made. Donders
himself used three experimental tasks which are now known as the
Donders A reaction (i.e., a simple reaction), the Donders В reaction (i.e., a
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choice rtaction) and the Donders С reaction ( i e , a go/no-go reaction) He
argued that in the A reaction no stimulus discrimination and no response
selection are required In the В reaction both are addressed, and in the С
reaction only the stimulus discrimination part is active The estimate of the
latency of each process is the result of a substraction of two measured
reaction times the latency of the stimulus discrimination is the difference
between the RT of the С reaction and the RT of the A reaction The latency
of the response selection can be found by subtractmg the RT of the В
reaction from the RT of the С reaction However, this technique attracted
severe and well-founded criticism In particular, it was argued that the С
reaction does not eliminate response selection a subject has to decide
whether a stimulus needs to be followed by a reaction or a reaction needs to
be suppressed In the end, there appeared to be so many problems with the
substraction method, that it finally had to be rejected (Woodworth, 1938)
Another problem with the technique of Donders is that the latency
of a process is influenced by the inclusion of an additional stage Thus, the
latency is not constant, but is a function of the other stages Also, there is the
problem of parallel processing mental processes may overlap and mteract
in various ways Some of these problems are dealt with m the 'additive
factor method of Sternberg (1969) Sternbergs method and Donders
method do have some resemblance As both methods make use of a serial
model, in which the processing stages do not overlap temporarily This
implies that stages are strictly sequential
Sternberg s additive factor method has two objectives One is to
discover stages of processing and the other is to determine what factors
influence these stages Suppose, for argument s sake, that during a process
three successive stages are used stimulus encodmg, memory retrieval and
response selection All these stages have some particular contribution to the
mean RT Because a purely serial model is assumed, every contribution
adds linearly to the reaction time In contrast to Donders technique, this
method allows for interactions between the different stages, dependent on
the task Sternberg proposed two rules of mference for interpreting RT data
First, whenever an investigator locates two or more factors whose effects on
mean reaction times are additive, at least two distmct stages of processmg
have to be involved Second, whenever two or more factors interact with
one another, at least one stage has to be influenced by both these factors
In this chapter, I explicitly assume that the activities of the stages
are temporarily distinct Miller has mvestigated this assumption He
showed that the assumption that mental processes are temporarily distmct
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processes, is not always true (cf Miller 1988, Miller and Hackley 1992) I
will discuss the implications of temporarily overlapping mental processes
in the Discussion and conclusions section There, I will discuss parallel
processes and serial processes with asynchronous transmission

Experimental questions and procedure
In the following, I want to answer four research questions using
pupillometry The goal is to explore the feasibility of the methods described
in chapter two, three, and four The questions are based on Sternbergs
distinction of three stages in a RT experiment A reaction is divided mto
stimulus encoding, memory retrieval and response selection But, it may be
possible to distinguish an additional stage of preparation for the stimulus
Preparation is extensively studied utilizing e\ent related potentials (ERPs)
It is called readiness potential (cf Coles, 1989) The additional stage can be
studied in a paradigm where a subject can or cannot predict when a new
stimulus will be presented There may be active preparation when the
interval between stimuli is fixed
Sternberg stressed the fact that adding a stage might have an effect
on other stages An active preparation stage could change other stages as
well Preparation can be interpreted as a (proprioceptive) warnmg signal
The preparation of a Donders A reaction might depend on the presence or
absence of a warning signal, ι e of a preparation stage
In a RT experiment, subjects are always supposed to act on a
stimulus by pushmg a button pronouncmg a word or a sentence, etc
Therefore, response selection is always incorporated in the reaction In
pupillometry, however, it is possible to investigate a subjects pupillary
behavior when no reaction is required
These considerations conduced me to study the following questions
with pupillometry
1 Is it possible to measure mental load ìelated to preparation, and how
does preparation influence subsequent stages 7
2 Is there a different pupillary response for a Donders A reaction as
compared to a Donders В reaction 7
3 What is the influence of type of response selection on mental load 7
4 Is it possible to measure attentional load in the tase where the subject is
not required to give a response 7
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The preceding questions are investigated by means of six tasks In
order to answer the questions, the results of these tasks will be pairwise
compared Every task will be discussed separately in conjunction with its
principle assumptions In the discussion, the influence of the memory
retrieval stage will be assumed to be constant
In task one, subjects were only asked to listen carefully to randomly
presented auditory stimuli The temporal distribution of these stimuli was
3+(Poi(6) 0 5) s In case no reaction is given, the response selection stage is
not active However, stimulus encoding stages may be active during this
task Processing load, generated by these stages, is expected to result into a
pupillary reaction Because no reaction is required, this experiment is
related to question 4
Table 1 Description of the tasks
task
1
2
3
4
5
6

subject's reaction

interval be
tween stimuli

#stimuh

question in
volved

no reaction

variable'1'

50

4

A reaction
A reaction
A reaction
В reaction
A reaction

pb
pb
ja
pb
pb

(2)

50

1,2,3,4

variable

01

50

1

variable

01

50

2,3

variable

01

50

fixed

fixed

04

2
(3)

100-12

1,4

- no reaction
pb push button reaction
ja vocalisation of the word 'ja' (Dutch for yes ')
(1)
121
04

interval is 3 + (Poi(6) 0 5) sec
interval is 6 sec
interval is 6 sec Stimuli were 12 times, randomly, left out

Tasks two and three are treated in conjunction with each other
They are both classical Donders A reactions subjects have to push a button
as soon as they hear a stimulus The difference between these tasks is the
distribution of the intervals between the stimuli In task two, the interval is
random, but m task three the interval is fixed (6 s) So, in task two the three
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stages mentioned by Sternberg are involved, whereas in task three there
could be an additional preparation stage By comparing the results of this
task to those of task two, research question 1 can be addressed The mental
organization of tasks two and three should differ m the absence versus
presence of a preparation stage
Task four is identical to task two, with the exception that the
response is verbal (ja - yes') For these two tasks the stimulus encodmg
and memory retrieval stage are identical, but the response selections may
be differentially loading Because of the difference in response, this task
relates to research question 3
Task five is a Donders В task, where stimuli with long and short
duration are presented Subjects have to push different buttons depending
on the presented stimuli Sternberg stated that the organization of a
Donders В reaction is different from a Donders A reaction Hence,
comparmg tasks five and two will provide an answer to research question
2
Task six, fibally, is almost identical to task three, the auditory
stimuli are presented with a constant interval Some stimuli, however, are
not presented m task six As a consequence, in the latter cases the mterval
between the stimuli is not 6 but 12 seconds If a stimulus is not presented, I
have a case where there is only a preparation stage Because the stimulus
not presented is mvestigated, this task relates to research questions 1 and 4

Subjects
Twelve students (eight males and four females) were paid to
participate m the experiment All subjects were unaware of the nature of the
experimental task

Equipment
Subjects were tested individually m a laboratory containing the
complete Whittaker 1998-S Eye View Monitor and TV-pupillometer System
(EVM), and its computer monitor, both connected to a PDP 11/73 system
The illumination of the room, using strip lighting, was normal A subject
was seated m an adjustable chair with head rests Durmg the experimental
runs the subject had to look at a fixation point on a white board placed at
eye level at approximately one meter distance, while a TV-camera
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monitored the subjects left eye. In this way reflections were recorded from
an infrared source light that was directed continuously at the eye. Every 20
ms the pupil diameter was automatically registered as the number of scan
lines that intersected the image of the pupil on the experimenter's TVmonitoring screen. The spatial resolution was about 0.05 mm.

Stimuli
The auditory stimuli were 1000 Hz tones at a convenient loudness
level, each lasting 80 ms (in task five 300 ms) and transmitted through a
head-phone. At the right hand of the subject, there were two push buttons
for the the Donders A and В responses. Tasks one to five each lasted five
minutes and task six lasted about ten minutes. The order of the six sessions
was varied systematically over the subjects, according to a latin square.

0.025

mean input task two

0.02

0.015

Q.

E

0.01

0.005

0.5
(ime (sec)
figure 1. The mean input estimale of task two. Graphically represented is the mean input
estimate as a function of time in seconds. The estimates of twelve subjects are used. The
pupillary data of every subject, based on every individual estimate, are locked to
stimulus onset.
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Results and data analysis
The pupillary data were analyzed according to the methods
described in chapter two to four The Hoeks-Levelt model is described with
the aid of equations 1 to 4 The model provides a method to estimatement
alload utilizing individual pupil traces. The result of this analysis is an
input estimate consistmg of a number of attentional pulses The results will
be discussed m two steps. In the first step, the results of each task will
bepresented In particular, the input estimates will be related to the
different stages in every process (1 e , preparation, stimulus encoding and
response selection) Some individual pupillary traces of task six will be
presented because they show different individual strategis In the second
step, answers to the four research questions posed will be discussed

Results per task
Task one (listening to tones)
Only eight subjects (out of twelve) provided a reliable pupillary
response to this task Moreover, the responses of these eight subjects were
not very coherent (the mean correlation between subjects was 0 36) A
possible explanation for this finding might be that it is virtually impossible
to control the state of attention of a subject during a task in which no
reaction is required. As a result, the data of task one had to be excluded
from further statistical analyses
Task two and three (Donders

A reaction,

push button

reaction)

The mam difference between tasks two and three is the interval
between the stimuli In task two the mterval between the stimuli is random.
In task three, the mtervals are fixed Therefore, the preparation stage is
assumed to be active in task three and not m task two The estimated inputs
are represented m figure 1 and 2 for task two and three, respectively A
clear difference between figure 1 and 2 is the presence of an activity before
t=0 s (ι е., before the onset of the stimulus) in figure 2, while the first peak m
figure 1 is approximately at t=0 s. This difference probably finds its cause m
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Figure 2 The mean input estimate of task throe

the presence of preparation activity in task three, activity that precedes
stimulus presentation. Hence, at first glance, research question one can be
answered in the affirmative: yes, it is possible with pupillometry to measure
mental load related to 'preparation'.

Task four (Donders A reaction; verbal reaction)
The difference between task two and task four is the required
reaction from the subject. So, where the input estimate of task four differs
from the estimate of task two, the difference must be due to the difference
in response selection: the processing load related to a push button reaction
is perhaps different from the load of selecting a vocal response. Figure 3
shows the mean input estimate for task four. At first glance figure 1 and
figure 3 look similar. Research question 3 deals with this subject. Because of
the similarity, statistics are necessary to investigate this research question іл
detail.
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mean input task four
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Figure 3 The mean input estimate of task four.

Task five (Donders В reaction)
As discussed by Woodworth (1938), a Donders В reaction differs
substantially from a Donders A reaction. Each of the discussed stages
demands more processing load in the Donders В reaction. The amplitude of
an attentional pulse is directly related to processing load. Therefore, the
amplitudes of attentional pulses of the estimated input of task five should
be higher than those in the estimated input of task two (see question 2). The
input estimate of task five is shown in figure 4. Again, because of the
similarity between figures 4 and 1, statistics are required to answer research
question 3.

Task six (Donders A reaction with stimuli left out)
During inspection of the pupillary responses related to the 'no-stimulus'
condition of task six, it appeared that eight subjects did not show any pupil response
during the task. The remaining subjects, however, showed clear responses. An
example of these two kinds of reaction are presented in figures 5 and 6. The
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Figure 4 The mean inpul estimale of task five

pupillary reaction of subject four (figure 5) shows no reaction to the no-stimulus
condition. In other words, no preparation activity was present. However, the
pupillary reaction of subject one (figure 6), shows a task-evoked pupillary response,
although no stimulus was presented here either. Apparently, the subject
expected a stimulus, consequently, there was an active preparation. But I
could not detect much coherency in the 'responsive' traces. Hence, I had to
discard task six from further analysis.

The four research questions
In the following, the four questions posed in the introduction will
be addressed by means of a statistical analysis of the pupillometric results.
The twodescribing parameters (moment and amplitude) of the attentional
pulse are the subject of analysis for studying the three stages 'preparation',
'stimulus encoding'and 'response selection'. I assume that the mean attentional pulse with the largest amplitude is related to stimulus encoding. This
is the mean attentional pulse nearest to t=0 (i.e., the onset of the stimulus).
The amplitude of this attentional pulse, dependent on the task, is compared
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figure 5 The mean pupillary response of subject four in the 'no-stimulus' condition At t=0 a
stimulus was expected, but did not occur The pupil size P=0 is the mean pupil size over the
complete task. Clearly subject four shows no pupillary response related to preparation (The
response at t=6 seconds is related to the subsequent stimulus.)

for every subject. The attentional pulses that occur before the stimulus enco
ding-related pulse, are supposed to be related to preparation. I investigated
the presence or absence of such preparation-related pulses and their
moments. Response selection is related to the pulses 'right from' (i.e., later
than) the main attentional pulse (see the figures 1 to 4). I investigated the
mean amplitude of these pulses.
The amplitudes for the stimulus encoding and response response
will be investigated by means of Student's t-test. H 0 assumes that the ampli
tudes of the attentional pulses are identical for every pair of tasks within a
subject. Attentional pulses with a moment larger than t=1000 ms will be
omitted. (Reaction times were always less than 1000 ms.)
The mom ents of the attentional pulses are investigated by means of
the tetrachorical correlation (Fischer, 1974). This correlation is utilized
toinvestigate whether there is an active 'preparation' stage in one condition
whereas this stage is not involved in another condition. As mentioned
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Figure 6. The mean estimate of subject one. The figure has the same format as figure 5 Clearly,
subject one shows a pupillary response in the direct vincinity of t=0 This response is supposed
to be related to the processing load activity of the preparation stage.

above, I assume that attentional pulses with a moment less than 'stimulus
encoding' pulse are related to 'preparation'.

Question 1
The first research question was: Can pupillometry measure mental
load generated by 'preparation', and how does 'preparation' influence other
stages? The first part of the question was qualitatively discussed above. We
saw the presence of a preparation in task three, in contrast to an absence in
task two (cf. figures 1 and 2). To compare these findings statistically, the
moments of the attentional pulses were investigated utilizing the
tetrachorical correlation between the input estimates of task two and task
three. The correlation was гф=0.241, for a total number of attentional pulses
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of n=75. This means that the x = (d.f.=l) = пг ф 2 = 4.37. The corresponding pvalue is r¿<0.05. Therefore, it can be concluded that attentional pulses are
found before the 'stimulus encoding' pulse in task three that are absent in
task two. Hence, this provides evidence for a preparation stage

The second part of the question could be investigated for the
relation between the 'preparation' stage and the stage represented by the
'stimulus encoding' attentional pulse. For this purpose, the amplitudes of
the attentional pulses nearest to t=0, measured in task two and task three
were investigated with Student's t-test: t(d.f.=ll)=-1.60, p_>0.10. The
assumption that the amplitudes are identical for both tasks cannot be rejected. This implies that an active 'preparation' stage does not influence the
'stimulus encoding' stage.
Student's t-test was also used to investigate the influence of the
'preparation' stage on the 'response selection' stage. The attentional pulses
directly following the stimulus encoding pulse, were analyzed, with the
following result: t(d.f.=10)=-2.054, D>0.05. Therefore, differences were not
significant and I have to conclude that the preparation stage does not affect
subsequent stages.

Question 2
Research question 2 was: Does mental activity differ for a Donders'
A and a Donders' В reaction? The differences between tasks two and five
and between tasks four and five are relevant here. In particular, 'stimulus
encoding' and 'response selection' can be different for the different reac
tions.
First, to mvestigate 'stimulus encoding', I looked at the amplitudes
of the attentional pulses nearest to t=0. For task two versus task five, the
statisticalvalues of the Student's t-test are: t(d.f.=ll)=-2.42, p_<0.05 and for
task four versus task five: t(d.f.=ll)=-4.00, r¿=0.002. In both cases, it appeared that the 'stimulus encoding' attentional pulses were significantly
different between the Donders' A task and the Donders' В task. In both
cases the amplitudes of the Donders' В task were larger than those of the
Donders' A task. These results show that the activity of 'stimulus encoding'
stage can be detected by means of pupillometry.
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Second, the 'response selection' stage was analyzed. Student's t-test
was applied to attentional pulses with a moment later than the onset of the
'stimulus encoding' pulse. For task two versus task five, this resulted in
t(d.f.=9)=-0.50, p_>0.50. For task four versus task five, t(d.f.=8)=-2.57, p_<0.05.
Research question two can be answered in the affirmative: there is a
significant difference in (pupillometric) mental activity for Donders' A and
Donders' В reaction.

Question 3
Research question 3 was: What is the influence of type of response
selection on mental load? To be able to answer this question, I compared
two responses: In task two subjects had to push a button, and in task four
the response had to be verbal. First, 'stimulus encoding' was investigated. It
is assumed that this stage is identical for both experiments. Student's t-test
produced, as expected, a non-significant result: t(d.f.=ll)=1.84, p_>0.05.
It is obvious that an effect can be expected for the attentional pulse
related to the last stage, i.e., the 'response selection' stage. Student's t-test,
carried out on the amplitudes of every attentional pulse with a moment
later than the moment of the 'stimulus encoding' pulse. It turned out to be
t(d.f.=7)=-2.54, g<0.05. This leads to the conclusion that different responses
influence the pupillary behavior, and thus generate different mental
activities. Because the mean difference of the amplitudes between task two
and task four was negative, the verbal reaction involves less mental load
than a push button reaction.

Question 4
Research question four is: Is it possible to measure mental activity
in case no response was given? This question was addressed through an
investigation of the results of tasks one and six. However, as no coherent
behavior could be found in either case, the data had to be excluded from
further statistical analyses. Therefore, research question 4 could not be
answered.
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Discussion and conclusions
The first step in the above analysis was of a qualitative kind and
based on figures 1 to 4 These figures show at least three peaks At first
glance, these peaks seem to be related to the stages as defined by Sternberg
including a preparation stage However, there are some problems with this
point of view One problem relates to the no-response condition In both
task one and task six, no coherent pupillary behavior could be measured
The lack of coherence suggests that different subjects might have had
different strategies As a consequence, this behavior cannot be described
with a single sequence of stages However, these strategies are hard to
control experimentally in a no-response condition, the task is not sys
tematically constraining the subject Another problem is related to the
difference between the mean input estimate and the individual input
estimates Although the mean input estimate shows three or four
attentional pulses, individual estimates are different This can partly be
attributed to pupillary unrest and other noise in the pupil signal
In step two of my analysis, a quantitative approach to the measured
data clarified the relation between the mean attentional pulse and mental
activity of related stages To be more precise, the four research questions
were approached by means of statistical analyses In solving these ques
tions, three stages were taken into account preparation, stimulus encoding
and response selection Research question 1 dealt with the preparation
stage The tetrachoncal correlation provided evidence for preparation
activity Furthermore, this preparation did not significantly affect stimulus
encoding and response selection This suggests that preparation as well as
the stages represented by the other peaks can be measured independently
The suggested answer to research question 2 shows clearly that stimulus
encoding activities are different for a Donders A and a Donders В reaction
The answer to research question 3 gave some msight in the mental organi
zation of the response selection A different response mode does not
influence stimulus encodmg, but response selection, a push button
response require more effort than a yes response Question 4 could not be
solved because of the discussed lack of coherency in pupillary behavior
In this chapter, I utilized a pure serial model with no temporarily
overlapped stages In the following chapter, I discuss parallel models It is
also possible to estimate temporarily overlapped stages The moment of an
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attentional pulse is the weighted mean of the mental activities
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Processing load and reaction time
in picture naming. A stage analysis.
Introduction
A naming task can be split into two parts perception of the stimulus
and production of the response In this paper, we present a stage model of a
picture naming task In a picture naming task subjects have to name properties
(size, brightness and shape) of a geometric form presented on a video screen
The sequence of mentioning these properties has to be grammatically correct
(i e , the large black circle', not 'the black large circle'). In this chapter, we will
first experimentally test a variety of processing models for reaction times. The
best model is then adopted and fitted to the pupillometry data obtained m the
same experiment
All models studied in this chapter consist of a number of components
These components are related to the experimental conditions In the
expenment, one or more features of a geometric figure is named Every
component is directly related to the feature that had to be named Each model
consists of a number of components that are only active m case a feature has
to be named as well as one or two additional components that are always
active during a task The component or components that are always active are
linked m series with the feature-related components The components that are
always active are related to a perception and language production part of the
naming task that are always active
First, we will discuss the reaction time related models and in the
second section the pupillometry related models

Reaction time
In the reaction time related models, each components operation is
described by statistical distribution functions These functions depend on the
state of a component in case it is active, the processing time has an expectation
value and a standard deviation larger than zero In the other case, both the
expectation value and the standard deviation are zero The components are
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assumed to be independent In case two components function in parallel, the
statistical distribution function of the combination is the product of the two
statistical distribution functions The statistical mterpretation is that in case
components are linked m parallel, the overall processing time is determmed
by the longest processmg time (see Mood, Graybill and Boes, 1974 and
appendix A) In the models, it is assumed that the naming of features is
independent So, the feature related components are pairwise statistically
independent
In the reaction time models, one component, not related to feature
processing, is always active during the task We will call this the general
component We investigated five models The range of possible models is
schematically represented in figure 1 We will outline one simple property of
the models to make them less abstract (The general behavior of the models is
described in appendix A ) In case only one feature has to be named, the
reaction time RT, and standard deviation sd, of naming one property is, on the
one hand, dependent on the expectation value μ, and the standard deviation
o, of the processmg time of the feature-related component and, on the other
hand, the expectation value p g e n and standard deviation o g c n of the processing
time of the generai component
RT

- μ

+ μ

(1)

Equation (1) and (2) hold whenever the processing times of the general
component and component ι are mdependent Independence of every
processing time is explicitly assumed for the reaction time models

Pupillometry
In the pupillometry model, each component has a (deterministic) processing
time and a processing load contribution In case a component is aUive, both the
processing time and the processing load arc positive and in the case that the component
is not active, they are 7cro
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Figure 1 Tested models in the reaction time experiments The 'general'
component is always in series with the other components The exact sequence of
the components in the case of a serial order cannot be determined Every
permutation of a chosen sequence results in identical behavior within the
reaction time paradigm Apart from the 'general' component, the components for
'brightness', 'shape' and 'size' are used
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We assume thai each component produces a particular amount of attentional
load Therefore, it is possible to define a (theoretical) attentional pulse for each
component The amplitude of this theoretical attentional pulse represents the amount
of processing load related to this component 1 he moment of this theoretical attentional
pulse is positioned within the period during which the component is actne
In pupillometry, the sequence of components is of general importance
for the exact moments of the attentional pulses For example, in case of
reaction time model 5, there are two options the brightness component is
positioned m time before or after shape and size components Therefore, there
are always a set of pupillometry models related to any single reaction time
model
The pupillometry models are, moreover, adapted in another way as
well The general component is divided m a pre and a posi component The pre
component is positioned in time before the feature related components and is
assumed to be related to perception The post component is positioned m time
after the feature-related components This component is assumed to be related
to language production An example of a pupillometry model related to
reaction time model 5 is graphically represented in figure 2

The experiment
Both the reaction time models and the pupillometry models were
tested in a picture naming experiment Subjects had to name geometric figures
and the independent variable was the number of properties to be named
(brightness, size, shape) Voice onset latencies and pupillary excursions were
measured, and fit to the models The models were optimized to obtain a best
fit to the data

Subjects
24 adult subjects (8 males and 16 females) participated m the
experiment They were paid to participate and they were unaware of the the
experimental issue None of the subjects wore glasses or contact lenses
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Equipment
Subjects were tested individually in a laboratory containing the
complete Whittaker 1998-S Eye View Monitor and TV-pupillometer System
(EVM), and its computer monitor, both connected to a PDP 11/73 system The
illumination of the room was normal, using strip lighting A subject was seated
in an adjustable chair with head-rests During the experimental runs the
subject looked at a fixation point on a monitor at approximately one meter
distance and at eye level, while a TV-camera monitored the subject s left eye
This way reflections were recorded from an infrared light source that was
directed continuously at the eye Each 20 ms, the pupil diameter was
automatically measured as the number of scan lines that intersected the image
of the pupil on the experimenter s TV-monitoring screen The spatial resolution
was about 0 05 mm The intensity of the TV screen was set at such a low level
that the picture was just visible with the room s strip lighting on The reaction
times were measured with a voice key The temporal resolution of the used
method was 1 ms The responses were recorded by means of a Dat recorder

Figure 2 A modification of model 5 in figure 1 The 'general' component is split
in a 'pre' and a 'post' component The order in the representation is assumed to
be 'temporally correlated' the 'pre' is the first component entered after the
presentation of a stimulus and directly after the 'post' component has finished,
the utterance starts Moreover, the 'brightness' component is assumed to start
and finish before both the parallel components 'shape' and 'size' can start
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Procedure and stimuli
Subjects were asked to name one or more properties of geometric
figures The figures differed in size (large/small), brightness (black/white)
and shape (diamond/pentagon/circle/crescent) The whole experiment was
built up out of 6 sub-experiments In each sub-experiment subjects were asked
to name one or more particular properties (See table 1 )
Reaction times were measured with a voice key We asked subjects to
start their utterance with the Dutch determiner d e , the first consonant is m
each case identical for each utterance In case more properties had to be
named, the grammatically correct sequence should be produced (Martin 1969a,
1969b) For example in the case subjects were asked to name a particular
shape, e g the diamond, they should say de ruit ( the diamond ) andin case

Table 1 Experimental conditions schematically represented The complete
experiment can be divided in six sub-experiments In each sub-experiment
subjects were asked to name one or more properties of a geometric figure

'size
colour
3
shape
2

2

3

sub-experiment

'size

1

no

no

yes

2

yes

no

no

3

no

yes

no

4

yes

no

yes

5

no

yes

yes

6

yes

yes

yes

large /small
black / white
diamond / pentagon / crescent / circle
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colour

( groot
( zwart
( ruit ,
maan

shape

/ klein )
/ wit )
vijfhoek /
/ cirkel )

they should name a large white pentagon they should say de grote witte
vijfhoek ( the large white pentagon ), not de witte grote vijfhoek ( the white
large pentagon ) Recorded mispronunciations and pronunciations containing
filled pauses were omitted from further analysis
Each geometric figure was presented five times Because the total
number of figures was sixteen, the total number of stimuli for each subexperiment was eighty The presentation of the various stimuli was randomly
ordered The total experiment lasted about seventy-five minutes Each subexperiment lasted about seven minutes Before the experiment started, the
subjects were given a training session The sequence of the sub-experiments
was varied systematically over the subjects according to a latin square
The geometric figures were presented at approximately one meter
distance from the subject Black and white stimuli were presented on a grey
background with a brightness of 61 7±0 3 10 2 (cd/m 2 ) The white and the dark
stimuli had a brightness of 62 4±0 3 10 2 (cd/m 2 ) and 60 6±0 3 10 2 (cd/m 2 ),
respectively A large stimulus measured 7 4±0 2 cm in diameter A small
stimulus had a diameter of app 2 4±0 1 cm The presentation of each stimulus
lasted 80 ms

Results and analysis
Reaction time data
All mispronunciations and pronunciations containing filled pauses
were omitted from further analysis Totally, 15 2% of data were discarded The
omissions as a function of sub-experiments 1 through 6 are 11 0%, 8 6%, 5 1%,
14 4%, 19 5% and 32 8% for sub-experiment, respectively
In table 2, the results of the analysis of variance over the reaction time
data are presented For each sub-experiment, the factors were the features that
had to be named
All factors are significant at a 5% level except for the brightness in subexperiment 3 So, reaction time data show that the naming of different features
has an effect on the onset of an utterance It is this influence that is investigated
with the models m the following sections
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Analysis
Each component has a statistical distribution function which depends
on the status (active/inactive) of the component The statistical distribution
function is not only determined by the expectation value and the standard
deviation There is another degree of freedom which has to be defined as well
the family of statistical distributions the distribution function belongs to We
utilized six families a uniform distribution, the maximum of two independent
identically distributed (ι ι d ) uniform distributions, the minimum of two 11 d

Table 2 Analysis of variance of the dependent factors
factor

sub experiment

F value

ρ value

1

shape

F(3,69)-15 81

0 005

2

size

F(l,23)= 9 56

0 01

3

color

F(l,23)=0 01

0 91

size

F(l,23)=15 88

0 005

shape

F(3,69)=19 79

0 005

color

F(l,23)=14 61

0 005

shape

F(3,69)=31 14

0 005

size

F(l,23)=13 26

0 005

color

F(l,23)= 6 64

0 02

shape

F(3,69)= 4 41

0 01

4

5

6
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uniform distributions, a shifted exponential distribution, a shifted gamma(2)
and gamma(3) distribution
The expectation value and the standard deviation of the processing
time of each component is determined by the mean reaction time and the
standard deviation of the sub-experiments where only one feature had to be
named plus the expectation value and the standard deviation of the processing
time of the general component. Equation (1) and (2) express how these values
are related: in case one property has to be named, the experimentally
determined mean value and standard deviation of the reaction times are
expressed by two values each. Therefore, they show that the only degree of
freedom is the expectation value and/or the standard deviation of the
processing time of the general component.
Each model was optimized by minimizing the χ 2 (chi square) value.
The only degree of freedom for the purely serial model is p g e n . For the fully
parallel model (2), the only free parameter is o Ron . For the other models, both
p g o n and σ are free parameters. To be able to use this method, it is necessary
to establish the standard error of the measured and the optimized reaction

Table 3 Optimal χ : values dependent on the choice of the statistical distribution. The mimmal,
maximal and the mean χ 2 value depending on the choice of the model is represented

χ2
model

minimal

maximal

mean

df

ρ value

1

129.37

129 37

129 37

30

<0 001

2

171.60

193.46

183 98

30

<0.001

3

129.05

132.76

130 79

29

<0.001

4

136.64

170 43

155.97

29

<0.001

5

39 36

41 24

39.90

29

>0.05
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Table 4 The minimal, maximal and mean processing time of each component

response time

minimal

maximal

mean

general

454 83

456 77

455.63

diamond

198 27

200 21

199.41

pentagon

227 85

229 79

228 99

crescent

186 48

188 42

187.62

circle

173.20

175 14

174.34

large

69 20

71 14

70.34

component

shape

size

times. The exact mathematical description of how to calculate these values is
outlined in appendix A.

Results
We investigated which model described the measured data best. We
used optimizing χ2 as optimizing criterion. This criterion appeared in most
cases to be dependent on the statistical distribution. The largest, the smallest
and the mean χ 2 value are shown in table 3. The stringent χ 2 criterion shows
clearly that model 1 through 4 differ significantly from the the data. Model 5
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did not differ significantly from measured data Therefore, we rejected models
1 through 4 and assumed that model 5 is the correct one to use Next, we
investigated the processing time of each component in model 5 The minimal,
maximal and mean processmg time data over the six statistical distributions
are shown in table 4
Table 4 shows that the optimized values of the processing time of a component
differ only withm 2 ms, depending on the chosen statistical distribution It
shows that the class of the statistical distribution function is essentially
immaterial. In the following sections, we will take the mean processing time for
comparisons

Pupillometry data
The same recorded mispronunciations and pronunciations containing filled
pauses that were deleted trom previous analysis were omitted from thepresentanalysis
Moreover, a mean pupillary trace was considered reliable, in case it appeared
in seven or more subjects. Otherwise, they were left out from the present
analysis For example, there were too few useable pupil traces belonging to the
reaction on naming diamond ; therefore, data related to the nammg of
'diamond' had to be omitted Apart from the data related to the nammg of
'diamond, 24% of the mean pupillary traces were discarded
We based our pupillometry models on model 5 For these models the
processing times and processing loads of each component were optimized The
tested conditions clustered 'black' and 'white' mto one brightness cluster and
'large and 'small' mto one size cluster The shapes were treated separately
However, there were too few useable pupil traces belonging to the reaction on
nammg 'diamond' so that the estimate of the 'diamond' had to be omitted
altogether Hence, a processing time optimalization procedure of the following
components was carried out' size (large and small), brightness (black and
white), pentagon, crescent, circle, pre and post component

Analysis
Starting pomt of the procedure is the definition of the amplitude and
the moment of an attentional pulse These mathematical equations introduced
in chapter 5 were.
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(3)

-!•

(4)

here t, and A, are the moment and the amplitude of the attentional pulse, a k
and т к the processing load and processing time of stage к and a k ':

.'2

(5)

where N(i), the number of stages represented by attentional pulse ι and ß k , is
directly related to the moment of the theoretical attentional pulse of
component k. It is a value between 0 and 1: if ßk=0, the theoretical attentional
pulse is at the very
beginning of stage к and if it is 1 it is at the end of that stage.
Because of the absence of processing time т к m equation (3), the
processing load estimates are identical for each reaction time model. Equation
(4) is linear in t„ a, and β,. However, in case each of these parameters have to
estimated at once, there is a bilinear relation between the variables (τ/s, a,'s
and β,'s). We explicitly assume that the ßk's are identical for each k. ß k ranges
between 0 and 1. With the aid of equation (3), the τ/s can be estimated. In case
the a,'s and ß,'s are known, the τ/s can be estimated by a simple linear relation.
Pupillometry models contain a pre and post component. The reaction
time models, however, only contain the general component. Hence, for the
pupillometry models, the gmeral component is divided into two components,
where the pre component is assumed to be related to perception and the post
component to language production.
In the reaction time analysis, it is impossible to estimate the pre and
post component; only the processing load contribution of a general component
can be Astimated. For the pupillary data analysis, however, the processing
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F.gure 3 The mean input estimate of sub-experiment 2 The data are locked to the voice key
onset Left and right from the main peak (i.e , the large peak left from the dashed line), two
small peaks can be found

load contributions of both the pre and post component have to be computed.
To estimate these data we use the following rationale: the sum of the
processing load contributions of the pre and post component is identical to the
processing load contribution of the general component in the reaction time
analysis. Hence, we introduce the fraction α to divide
the processing load contribution of the general block over the pre and the post
component:
(6)

= ot а

a pre is the processing load contribution of the pre component and a e n e H l is the
processing load contribution of the general component, α is varied between 0
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Figure 4 The estimates of the processing load (bold) and the processing time (italic) for each
component with their estimated standard errors In the case of the brightness and the size
component, it was possible to estimate the processing time for each item The processing load,
however, could only be estimated for size (ι e , large and small together) and brightness (ι e ,
black and white together), clustered For the shape component, it was possible to estimate both
processing load and processing time for each item except for the processing load belonging to the
naming of diamond The processing time and processing load of the general component (ι e ,
pre+post component) are shown separately

and 1. Il is possible to estimate α from the pupillary data, as will bediscussed
below
For the optimized values of the processing time of each component,
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it holds that in case two or three parallel components are active, this will be
interpreted as one separate component with a specific processing time The
processing load contribution is the sum of the two or three components The
explicit optimization
procedure is discussed in more detail in appendix B.

Input estimate
Figure 3 shows the mean mput estimate of sub-experiment 2 locked
to the voice key onset. Each mean input estimate is calculated according to the
method presented in chapter four. However, one modification had to be made
the correlation function is calculated within the interval [-500,500] ms This
adaptation is carried out because it resulted into an inputestimate containing
just one main peak. Some input estimates, however, show a number of side
peaks. Figure 3 clearly shows one side peak directly left and right from the
main peak The question whether these side peaks belong to the input estimate
or not, is addressed utilizing the genetic algorithm (see Goldberg, 1989 and
appendix B)
In principle all relevant possible solutions should be calculated for each input
estimate, α and β In practice however, this demands an immense amount of
computational resources Using the genetic algorithm described in appendix
B, reaction times can be optimized The optimal set of solutions is by definition
the set that gives the least square error (LSE)·
LSE = Y~ (RT
^—'

v

u

meas, A

2

- RT

\
est,k'

π,
\ I )

where RT m e „ s k and RT e s l k are the measured and optimized reaction time for
condition к respectively

Results
The results of the pupillometry measurements are shown m table 5
They are based on the analysis method described in Appendix B.
Using the model represented in figure 4, the correlation between the
optimized reaction times using pupillometry data and measured reaction
times is 0 922 The correlation between the processing times of each component
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estimated with the reaction time data on the one hand and those estimated
with the pupillometry data on the other hand was 0 990 Thus, the reaction
time estimates and processing time estimates utilizing pupillometry data

Table 5 Processing load and processing time estimates generated by the aid of the pupillometry
data Processing time estimates generated with the reaction time data

pupillometry

component
general

reaction time

proc load

proc time1

proc time 1

106

465

455 6

pre

295

post

170

pentagon

75

226

228 9

crescent

56

178

187 6

circle

53

185

174 3

size

12

71

75 8

color

17

51

59 7

size+pentagon

257

2375

size+crescent

222

198 4

size+circle

228

184 3

'the maximum likelihood error is minimally 40 ms
the estimated error is 2 ms

2
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show a high degree of similarity with the measurement data and the data
optimized for reaction times, respectively The other parameters were oc=0 3
and ß=0 7 If the pair of shape and size components is positioned before the
brightness components, the correlations were respectively 0 891 and 0 990,
cc=0 1 and ß=0 7
The processing time of the pre component is the processing time of
the general component minus that of the post component In case this
relation is applied, the processing time estimate of the 'pre' component has a
smaller (and thus more desirable) standard deviation than the standard
deviation of the least square estimate (The standard deviation of the general,
the pre' and the post' component were respectively 2, 78, and 40 ms )
The final result is represented in figure 4

Discussion
The data shown in table 5 and in figure 4 show that reaction time and
pupillometry estimates confirm each other in the optimized values Therefore,
we will start the discussion by relating the joint results (table 5 and figure 4)
to fmdmgs in visual perception research and in language production research
Treisman et al (1990) argue for a separate stage analysis m visual
perception Moreover, they argued that color and brightness are recognized
before size Levelt (1989) describes a possible stage-like organization of
language production He argues that at a particular moment a preverbal message
should be present It contains a number of lexical concepts In a picture naming
task, we assume that the concepts are directly related to the features to be
named Transforming a feature to a concept is supposed to require attentional
load The preverbal message serves as mput to the formulator The formulator
generates a phonetic plan The articulator unfolds and executes the phonetic plan
as a series of neuromuscular instructions Both the formulator and the articulator
are assumed to process in a highly automatic fashion One could say that
formulating and articulating "comes for free' in terms of attentional load
Let us now consider the function of each component of the proposed
model (see Figure 4) The first components discussed are those related to
brightness, size and shape We will assume that each of these components
transforms data obtained by the perceptual system into a concept This concept
will be part of the preverbal message that serves as mput to the formulator
Thus, these components are part of the conceptualizer Next, if a concept is
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based on more than one single visual feature, it is probable that the process of
deriving this concept takes longer and requires more attentional load This
means that generating the concept of the brightness white requires less
attentional load than generating the concept of the shape pentagon This is
supported by the findings in table 5 The processmg of shapes involves more
load than the processing of size or brightness Another interesting fmdmg is
that some features are conceptualized earlier in time than others In our
pupillometry model we assumed that brightness is conceptualized earlier than
either size or shape The assumption that all features are conceptualized m
parallel, does not fit the fmdings as can be seen from table 3 If there was a
parallel evaluation of features, the parallel model (2) should have fitted the
data best However, it does not
Pechmann and Zerbst (1990) found in a similar experiment, that m
case each feature had to be named separately, the color and the object class
(ι e , in this case the shape) are named faster than the size In case color and
brightness are comparable, these findings do not support model 5, but rather
model 4 Model 4 should have given the best result, which is not the case Why
not 7 In our naming task, each feature was considered to be absolute The size
of the target object was not compared with the size of other objects So, we
may assume that the features of each object are conceptualized according to
model 5 In this case, size is conceptualized m absolute terms (for example in
centimeters)
In case the size of a target object has to be compared with other
objects, the absolute size of each object has to be apparent So, the absolute size
of each object has to be conceptualized, before the relative feature size, as
referred to by Pechmann and Zerbst, can be conceptualized The post
component, finally, represents both the formulator and articulator component
in Level t s Blueprint for the speaker
Does the naming task model support mcremental processing in
language production 7
That is, does the order of mention reflect the order of conceptualization 7 A
negative answer would be in agreement with the fmdmgs of Pechmann and
Zerbst (1992)
There are two pressures m the fluent production of adjective order The first
one is incrementality, 'follow the order of conceptualization", hence express
brightness before size and shape The second one is follow the grammatical
order , hence size-brightness-shape These two pressures are in conflict with
each other Normally, the syntactic pressure is the more dominant one,
prohibiting incrementality
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We assume that the 'pre' component represents the visual perception
process during the naming task. We have further assumed that this component
is always present and has always a constant mean processing time
independent of the kinds of tasks we have mvestigated. The assumption that
the perceptual analysis should be complete before the conceptualizer can start,
is not very plausible. This can be shown by means of the depth effect reported
by Ramanchandran (1988a,b). Suppose subjects are asked to tell what they see
when a picture with shaded objects is presented. For some subjects, it takes
more than 30 seconds before they recognize contours in these pictures. The
view that the perceptional analysis must have been completed before the
conceptualizer can start would imply that the subject will not be able to report
anything about the picture before the depth has emerged, i.e., within a period
of 30 seconds after the presentation of the stimulus. Just because this
contradicts the facts, the simple model represented in figure 4 cannot be
completely correct. The most implausible assumption in this model is that the
perceptual part is taken as one whole. In figure 5, we present a model where
perception is divided into two parts. The first part is completed when the
features, related to build up brightness concepts, are apparent. The second part
С"!}.Я£РШ<}1.1ЛС£.

bright.

size

shape

f *"

[

per 2

1

Figure 5 An alternative naming-task model After the per,' has finished, the features related to the
brightness become apparent These features are used to generate a brightness concept This concept
generating activity is carried out in the brightness' component After the 'per2' component has
done its work, the size and shape related features become available and serve as input for the
shape' and 'ыге' components When each relevant concept is present, the last component, the
'prod' component, will transform the concepts into an utterance
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is related to the features of shape and size concepts We tested the model
represented in figure 5 for the reaction time data by means of a χ 2 test using
a shifted exponential distribution, and obtained x 2 (d f =28)=133 9 (p_<0 001)
This finding shows that the model represented in figure 5 does not describe the
measured data very well So, we are left with the model described in figure 4,
although it is obvious that this model will not hold for each and every
experimental task But, it does show a particular property of the
conceptualizer in this set of naming tasks Conceptualization is structured in
a non-trivial way Brightness is either conceptualized first or last in case the
three features (color, size and shape) have to be named, whereas shape and
size are conceptualized in parallel
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Appendix A
Methods in reaction time research
Density and distribution functions
In the next section we will assume that the stochastic variables X and
Y are statistically independent, absolutely continuous variables Let
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U=Max(X,Y) and V=X+Y Let further fv,(t) and F u (t) respectively be the
probability density and cumulative distribution function Mood, Graybill, and
Boes (1974) showed that
F „ ( t ) = Fx(t)

£v[t)

= fx[t)

Fy(t)

(Al)

* fr[t)

(A2)

where * is the convolution operator
The probability density and the cumulative distribution function are related
as follows

F X

J > = ffJt]dt

fjt)

(A3)

= —Ï

(A4)
3t

In case the initial distributions are uniform, the maximum or minimum of an
independent identical distributed (ι ι d ) uniform distribution, the probability
density and cumulative distribution function has the following form

?iW],,tlJ„(t)

(E^tM

(A5)

and if the initial distributions are exponential or gamma distributed, the
probability density and the cumulative distribution function will have the
following form
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E l | e l J 1 .,(t)

e ν;» < ^ m .

(b

£c

+

( t

T ( J ) )

*

where u(])<t(j), a|k, Ц, γ(]), T(J) and c |k are variables determinative of the
described function

Estimate of the standard error
The method described m this paragraph will only hold for purely
serial models Purely serial models are in a way easy to handle, because only
processing times of separate components determine reaction times of subexperiments When a model contains blocks in parallel, the estimate of the
reaction time not only depends on mean processmg times but also on standard
deviations of particular components Although we were only capable to
estimate the standard errors in the case of a purely serial model, we will use
the data obtained by this estimate also for the other models
Let ι represent a brightness variable (1 e , black or white), j a size
variable and к a shape variable Define further μρ and σ ρ as the mean value
and standard deviation of component ρ Let Xq and Sq respectively be the
mean reaction time and standard error for naming q (q is for example large
white circle ) Then, the next result will hold for sub-experiment 1 (for subexperiment 2 and 3 an analogous relation holds)
*

=

Р^л

+

Чі

(A7)

with ц ь е п the processmg time of the general component
For sub-experiment 4 the following holds (for sub-experiment 5 an analogous
relation holds)
^

= I 1 ,«

+

^

+

V-t = ^

+

Zk - Ρ,.,

(A8)

with ц к the estimated reaction time of the naming ík (for example large
crescent)
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The standard error related to this estimate o l k is:
(A9)

For sub-experiment 6 the estimated reaction time is:
Χ = Χ + Χ + Χ - 2 μ

(Aim

and the related standard error o ljk :
σ
—

2
l j k

= S2

+ s2

i

j

+ 4 σ2

+ S2
k

(All)
І

gen

л 1

χ

1

Define now the difference between the measured and calculated reaction time:
= К "У.

ϋ
Ρ

Ρ

(A12)
ν

Ρ

'

and the related standard error σ ρ :
(АІЗ;

For the χ 2 value now holds

Χ 2 (μ_> = Σ % + Σ
ik о

^

¡к σ

+Σ

^

(A14)

ij* σ

Our intention is to minimize the χ 2 (μ δ 6 η ) value. This leads to the following
condition:
ЭХ2(μ

)

_î_2î=L- = О
θμ
^

(А15)

gen

This condition makes it possible to describe p g e n as a function of X„ X,, Xk, Xlk,
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X|k and X,,k as well as each σ ρ of each sub-experiment 4, 5 and 6. By assuming
that the σ ρ are constant, the standard error of the 'general' component o g e n can
be estimated. This results in the following equation:

a'

Σ^-Σ2-;.-ΐ6Σ*;„

gen

lvalue^

j

* —

ϋί

-

]

(

Ai6,

value.

value

1

Es 2
^"™

+
i Ir

Σ σ " 2 + 4 Σο2
Jk

" ji *Ir

t* r i

( A 1 7 )
J

J*

ι τ Ir

Notice that the function on the right side of the equal sign is a function of o g e n .
Therefore a g e n can be iteratively estimated by first assuming that o g e n =0. By
using equation (A16) and (A17) a new estimate of o g e n / o g e n , is estimated. With
°gen,i' °gen,2 c a n be estimated, etc. We used 15 steps to estimate σ e n . This also
led to the estimate of each necessary standard error for the estimate of χ 2
value.

Appendix В
Methods in pupillometry research
In this pupillometry research three methods are used: the first two
methods are based on a least square method and are developed to estimate the
processing load and processing time respectively; the third method is an
optimalization technique. In the case that more solutions are possible, the third
method tries to find the 'best' one.
Before the methods are explained, one assumption needs to be
discussed. The processing time estimate explicitly assumes that the
investigated model only generates attentional load between the onset of the
stimulus and the onset of the voice key response. There is no processing load
assumed before the onset of the stimulus (for example related to preparation
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activity or after the onset of the voice key response (for example due to the
utterance activity or activity of the speech-comprehension system).

Estimate of the processing load
In chapter five, I related the amplitude of an attentional pulse to the
total amount of processing load fitted by this attentional pulse. We assume
that the complete amount of attentional load is concentrated in the one mean
attentional pulse found. Next, it is assumed that a component only contributes
when its related feature is named. The 'general' component always contributes
to the total processing load. Each contribution is additive: if a subject has to
name the shape and a diamond presented, the processing load (i.e., the mean
amplitude of the attentional pulse) is the sum of the processing load
contribution of the 'general' component and the 'diamond' component. This
can be represented with the following equation:

— diamond

general

diamond

diamond

\í->Xj

where А^ ілтоп() is the found processing load generated in the task where the
shape 'diamond' had to be named, A generil and Allli)imind are the processing load
contributions of the 'general' and the 'diamond' component respectively.
€
dirtmond is t n e difference between the measured and estimated processing load.
Except for the estimate of the processing load contribution generated
by the 'general' and the 'diamond' components, processing load contributions
are also estimated for the 'crescent', 'circle', 'brightness' and 'size' components.
Here, the measured and estimated attentional load are related in an
analoguous way. For example the estimated attentional load for naming 'size'
+ 'brightness' + 'circle' is
A

<
size

+

A

,
colour

+

ñ

(B2)

• ,
circle

\ -i—'^ I

The related error term is е5Ье/ьпЕьте«/агс1с- To estimate the contributions of each
component, the least square method was utilised. The least square method
assumes that the following equation is minimized:
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Σβρ

(A3)

Ρ

where e p is the error in experiment ρ For example, e p is in equation (Bl)
related to the naming of diamond in the naming of the shape

Estimate of the processing time
The moment of an attentional pulse is related to the processmg load
contributions and the mean moment of each process contributing to this
attentional pulse The mean moment of a component T m M n is positioned
between the start of the process T s t a r [ in this component and the end of the
process in this component T m d The processmg time T p r o c e s , is T c l d - T beb , n In
chapter five, I defined a variable βρ, that relates the mean moment of a process
with the start of a process and the processmg time
Γ

Τ
mean

+β Τ

begin

^ρ

(B4)

process

\*-*^Ι

It appeared impossible to determine the β s for each single process Therefore,
we chose for a constant value for β ρ = β β is varied between 0 and 1 If β is
fixed and the processmg load contributions of each component are known, the
processing time of each component is related in a linear way to the moment of
the attentional pulse Thus, the least square method can be used to estimate
processmg time contributions of each component
However, before the least square method can be utilised, another
parameter α needs to be introduced To estimate the processmg time, we
assumed that the model contams a 'pre' and a post' component The sum
processing load of these parts is equal to the processmg load of the 'general
component α tells which fraction of A g e n e r i l has its origins m the pre
component (a is varied between 0 and 1 ) Thus,
A

pre

=α A

,

(B5)
\ LJ -J ι

general
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= (l-α)

A
posi

A

(Вб)

gene.

In case a subjects has to name both size and shape, both component
are involved in the reaction time and in the pupils response These
components are linked in parallel However this method only allows to
estimate components that are serially ordered In case a parallel part is
represented in the assumed structure, the parallel part has to be divided into
more new 'components' For example, in case of two parallel components,
there are three new components the size component in case only the size has
to be named, the shape component if the shape has to be named, and a
shape&size component if both components have to be named The response
times of these 3 components have to be estimated separately

Genetic algorithm
The genetic algorithm (Goldberg, 1989) is an optimahzation routme
in case there are a number of possible solutions, it tries to fmd the best
solution according to an optimahzation criterion The utilized optimahzation
criterion is the least square error (equation (7))
Close side peaks near the main peak are found in the input estimate
(See for example, figure 3 ) Therefore, it is hard to tell exactly what belongs to
the mean attentional pulse, a number of possible attenhonal pulses can be
found for every mean attentional pulse The set of each possible estimate for
naming ρ are investigated and each estimate is given a number varying from
1 to N p One solution is uniquely determined by the choices of mean
attentional pulses for each naming
A standard technical notion in connection with the genetic algorithm
is that of a species A species can be described with an entire set of
attentional pulse estimates of every sub-experiment Because there are a
number of estimated attentional pulses for every naming, a species can be
described with the used set of estimated attentional pulses So, a species is
represented by the vector (l^i,, ,im.,x) with l^i k ¿N k Consequently, estimates
of the components processing load and processing time are related to a
particular species
The genetic algorithm 'tries to find' the optimal solution, accordmg to
a particular optimahzation criterion The idea is that new 'species are
generated, ι e , the set of estimated mean attentional pulses is varied This is
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achieved analogous to phylogenenis A species' can be generated by a cross
between two 'species', a mutation and a new species The strongest 'species'
survives, ι e , the 'species with the optimal criterion will be saved
A 'new species can be created by a cross a part of one species' (1 e ,
of the vector representing a 'species ) is cut The rest of the vector is added
from another species' As an example, species ι and j are crossed Suppose
'species' ι has the form (i],i2, ,і т д х ) and species' j ()u)2, ,jmax) A possible new
species is (i„i2/ im,jm+i,jmt2 ,)тл*) It is also possible to generate a new 'species' In
that case, new values l<i k <N k are chosen at random for each к Yet another
possibility is to create a mutation A mutation is a cross of an existing 'species
with a totally 'new species' The probability of a crossover, a mutation and a
new species are set in the algorithm We respectively used the probabilities
0 60, 0 20 and 0.20 The total number of iterations is 10'
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Summary and discussion
Hess gave the name 'pupillometrics' to a field of research that
"encompasses the effects of psychological influences, especially posi-tive
and negative affect states, perceptual processes, and mental activi-ty upon
the size of the pupil" 1 This field of research is presently known as
'pupillometry'. Chapter one presents a brief historical introduction. Bumke
gave a summary of the findings of the pupil research in 1911, emphasizing
that for normal individuals 1 "...in general every active intellectual process,
every psychical effort, every exertion of attention, every active mental
image, regardless of content, particularly every affect just as truly produces
pupil enlargement as does every sensory stimulus." Hess and Polt2
experimented with a mental arithmetic task. They asked five subjects to
solve multi-plications of increasing difficulty: 7*8, 8*13, 13*14 and 16*23.
The pupil started to dilate immediately after the presentation of each task,
reaching its maximum shortly before an answer was given. Then, the pupil
reverted to its original size. Therefore, Hess and Polt concluded that the
pupil diameter is locked to mental activity: apart from a delay it showed
immediately in the pupil when there was mental activity. They stated,
furthermore, that the amplitude is directly related to the difficulty of the
problem, i.e. the amount of mental activity that is generated.
In this thesis, I used pupillometry to study some aspects of
language production. With the aid of a pupillometry model (the HoeksLevelt model), two research question were addressed. The first one is: "Is it
possible to determine which components of speech production generate
production-related processing load?" And for the affirmative case, the
second research question is: "How much does each component contribute to
the processing load?".

Hess, Ε H (1972) Pupillometrics. A method of studying mental, emotional, and
sensory processes. In N S Greenfield and R A Sternbach (Eds ) Handbook of
Psvchophvsolopv New York Holt, Rinehart and Winston
2

Hess, E H and Polt, J M (1964) Pupil size in relation lo mental activity dunng
simple problem solving. Science, 132, 1190-1192
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In chapter two, three and four, three main properties of the НоекьLevelt model were discussed The central idea of the model is If mental
activity changes the pupil size, mental activity can be seen as the mput of a
system that regulates the pupil size Pupil size then, is the output of this
system The two conclusions arrived at by Hess and Polt might leave the
impression that mental effort and pupil size are related in a simple
straightforward way The Hoeks Levelt model expresses this relations m
two rules The first rule states that every time an identical mental activity is
generated, the pupil changes in an identical way The second rule states that
the output that correpond to a combination of two mputs is the sum of the
individual outputs belonging to these two inputs. These two simple rules
imply that mental activity and pupil size are related according to the
mathematical operator 'convolution' For convolution, however, it is
necessary to introduce a function that relates the input and the output the
impulse response The impulse response is assumed to have a particular
form, an Erlang gamma function
The one major drawback of this method is that it is impossible to
estimate the exact form of the input without making additional
assumptions Therefore we assumed that the input consists of sharp peaks
We call these peaks "attentional pulses"
In chapter two, I discussed the output of the Hoeks-Levelt model
In this model, two separate mputs generate an output where the related
outputs are added This behavior is called 'linearity' The central question of
chapter two is "Does the pupil's diameter show linear behavior?" Measure
ments showed that the Hoeks-Levelt showed linear behavior Because the
first question could be answered affirmative, it was possible to mvestigate
the system mto more detail. "Is the output of the Hoeks-Levelt model the
pupil's diameter or the pupil's area 7 " It appeared that the output is the
pupil s area In an ordinary experimental set up, the pupil's diameter will be
measured and not the pupil's area. I argued that m case the light mtensity is
constant, the pupil's base line will be approximately constant. In that case, it
is immaterial whether you measure the pupil's area or the pupil's diameter
In chapter three, I discussed the impulse response of the Hoeks
Levelt model The describmg parameters of the impulse response are
t™x=930· ms (σ=180 ms) and n=10 1 (σ=4 1) In the second part of that
chapter, I discuss the large standard deviations of the estimation The result
of this discussion is a method to join impulse responses with close
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resemblances to one equivalence class. According to this method, it is not
possible to estimate both t milx and η for every single impulse response.
However, by fixing the t m a x to a particular value, it is possible to estimate
the input very accurately.
In chapter four, a method is introduced to estimate mean pupilrelated mental activity over a number of subjects. The methods detects and
deletes noise contributions and aligns individual input estimates. The result
is a mean input estimate consisting of many sharp peaks. The method fuses
the smaller sharp peaks into a few bigger and wider peaks, providing a
better interpretable input estimate.
Chapter five, not only gives an impression of the possibilities of
pupillometry related to the reaction time paradigm, but also presents examples of successful pupillometry where reaction time research is
impossible. The chapter presents a pupillometnc analysis of Donders-type
reaction tasks. The experimental data show that a preparation stage, a
stimulus encoding and a response selection stage all produce specific
pupillary responses.
In chapter six, the two research questions are answered in the stageanalysis of a picture naming task. In this naming task, subjects were asked to
name particular features of a presented picture. The picture had three
distinct features: brightness, size and shape, and had to be named by noun
phrases such as "the large white pentagon" or "the circle". Several stage
models could describe the subjects' simultaneous or successive attending to
these three perceptual features, but only one model could fit the reaction
time data. In addition, pupillary data allowed for a further refinement of
the model.
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Samenvatting
Hess gaf de naam pupillometrics aan ccn onderzoeksgebied dat de
psychologische effecten beschafft m het bijzondei positieve en negatieve
gemoedstoestanden, peiteptie-piocessen en mentale activiteiten die de pupügiootte kunnen veianderen Het beschreven onderzoeksgebied staat bekend als 'pupillometrie' In hoofdstuk een wordt hiervan een kort historisch overzicht gegeven
Bumke gat in 1911 een samenvatting van dit onderzoeksgebied en concludeerden
dat voor normale mensen ovei het algemeen geldt dat elk actief intellectueel
proces, elke psychische inspanning, elke attentie-gerelateeide inspanning elke
actieve mentale beeldxaiming, onafliankelijk xan de inhoud m het bijzondei elke
gemoedstoestand een \en\ijding van de oogpupil \eiooizaakt evenals elke
sensoriale stimulus Hess en Polt lieten hun proefpersonen een hoofdrekentaak
uitvoeren Zij vroegen vijf proefpersonen om de volgende in moeilijkheid oplopende sommen op te lossen 7*8, 8*13, 13*14 en 16*23 De pupil bleek te verwijden
direct nadat de taak gepresenteerd werd De maximale pupilwijdte werd juist voor
het noemen van een uitkomst bereikt Kort daarna verkleint de pupil weer tot de
originele grootte Hess en Polt concludeerden vervolgens dat de oogpupil temporeel
gerelateerd is aan mentale activiteit afgezien van een vertraging, toont de pupil
direct op welk moment mentale activiteit wordt gegenereerd Verder beweerden zij
dat de mate van verandering van de pupil direct gcrelateeid is aan de hoeveelheid
mentale inspanning die wordt uitgeoefend
In dit proefschrift heb ik met behulp van pupillomctne spraakproduktie
onderzocht Daarbij speelt een pupillometne-model, dat ik samen met mijn promotor ontwikkelde, een centrale rol Met behulp van dit pupillometricmodel heb ik
twee vragen onderzocht, namelijk Is het mogelijk na te gaan welke componenten
in de taalproduktie mentale belasting genereren7" En bij een bevestigend antwoord
daarop Hoe groot is de bijdrage van elke individuele component'
In de hoofdstukken twee, drie en vier bespreek ik drie belangrijke eigenschappen \an hel Hoeks Levelt model Het centrale idee van dit model is dit Als
mentale activiteit de pupilgiootte verandert kan mentale activiteit opgeval worden
als de ïmoer voor een systeem dat als uilvoer de pupilgrootlc heeft De twee
conclusies van Hess en Polt kunnen de indruk geven dat mentale activiteit en
pupilwijdte op een eenvoudige wijze zijn gerelateerd Deze relaties worden
gevangen in twee regels De eerste regel stelt dat elke keer als een bepaalde mentale
activiteit met een identiek patroon gegenereerd wordt, de oogpupil op een identieke
wijze zal reageren De tweede iegel stelt dat een uitvoer (de pupilreactie) die
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geielateerd kan worden aan een tweevoudige invoer (mentale belasting) Die
uitvoer is dan de som van twee afzonderlijke uitvoeren die horen bij de twee
genoemde invoeren Deze twee regels impliceren dat mentale activiteit en pupilwijdte op een bepaalde wiskundige wij/e aan elkaar gerelateeid zijn Deze relatie
wordt 'convolutie genoemd Bij convolulie spelen niet alleen de invoer en de
uitvoer een rol maar ook een systeemfunctie de impulsresponsie In het HoeksLevelt model nemen we aan dat de ïmpulsresponsic een bepaalde vorm heeft, de
Erlang gamma vorm Deze vorm wordt nader onderzocht in hoofdstuk 3 en de twee
aannames met betrekking tol convolutie worden experimenteel getoetst in hoofdstuk
2 en 3 Dit werd gedaan met behulp van de inverse operatie van convolutie 'deconvolulie' Deconvolutie heeft echter een groot nadeel Hel is onmogelijk om zonder
verdere assumpties de exacte vorm van de invoer te schatten Daarom nam ik aan
dat de invoer uit een aantal scherpe pieken bestaat Die pieken hebben de naam
'aüentional pulse', aandachtpiek, gekregen
In hoofdstuk twee bespieek ik de output van het Hoeks-Levelt model De
output is natuurlijk de pupilreactie In dit model dienen bij tweevoudige invoer de
gerelateerde uitvoeren opgeleid te worden Men ¿egt dat het systeem dan lineair
gedrag vertoont De centrale vraag van dit hoofdstuk is "In hoeverre toont de pupil
lineair gedrag' Het bleek dat aan deze eis van het Hoeks-Levelt model voldaan
wordt Nadat de vorige vraag positief beantwoord kon worden, kwam de volgende
vraag naar voren ' Is de precieze output van het systeem de pupildiameter of de
pupiloppervlakte9" Nu bleek de pupiloppervlakte het beste gekozen kon worden als
output van het Hoeks-Levelt model Het is cchlei niet gebruikelijk om de
oppervlakte te meten maar de diameter van de oogpupil Zolang de baseline niet
teveel verandert, blijkt de oppervlakte en de diameter kwalitatief dezelfde oplossingen te geven
In hoofdstuk drie wordt een methode beschreven om de impulsresponsie
van het Hoeks-Levelt model te schatten Omdat de resultaten een (ongewenst) grote
standaard deviatie te zien geven, wordt in het tweede deel van het hoofdstuk een
verklaring gegeven voor de/e grote standaard deviatie Die verklaring levert een
methode om schattingen met sterk gelijkende impulsresponsie tot één schatting te
verenigen Het uiteindelijke resultaat kan gebruikt worden om de invoer van het
Hoeks-Levelt model accuraat te schatten
In hoofdstuk vier wordt een methode beschreven om gemiddelde pupilgerelateerde mentale activiteit te schatten. Storende ruisfactoren worden met die
methode herkend en vervolgens verwijderd Tevens worden de individuele ïnvoerschattingen onderling uitgelijnd Het resultaat van deze bewerkingen is een gemid
delde schatting met veel scherpe pieken De methode voegt de smalle pieken bij
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elkaar tot enkele grotere en bredere pieken met als doel de invoerschatting beter te
kunnen interpreteren
Hoofdstuk vijf geeft een impressie van wat zoal mogelijk is in pupillometne met betrekking tot reactietijd-onderzoek Er worden enkele voorbeelden
uitgewerkt, waar reactietijd-methodes onbruikbaar bleken, maar waar pupillometrie
succesvol toegepast kon worden In het hoofdstuk werd pupillometrie gebruikt bij
Donders-achtige reaUictaken Het bleek mogelijk om in de experimentele data een
preparatie-stadium, een stimulus codenngsstadium en een responsprcparaüestadium te herkennen Elk stadium heeft een specifieke pupilrespons
In hoofdstuk zes werden de oorspronkelijke onderzoeksvragen beantwoord
met behulp van een plaatjes-benoemingstaak Daarbij werd door middel van
pupillometrie een stadium-analyse uitgevoerd In de benoemingstaak moesten één
of meerdere eigenschappen van een figuur benoemd worden Elke figuur heeft drie
eigenschappen 'helderheid', 'grootte' en 'vorm' en moest benoemd worden met
naamwoordgroepen als "de grote witte vijfhoek" of "de cirkel" Verschillende
stadia-modellen waarin de eigenschappen parallel of na elkaar verwerkt worden,
zouden de data goed kunnen beschrijven Het bleek echter dat in feite slechts één
model recht deed aan de reactietijddala Het model kon verder verfijnd worden met
behulp van pupillometrie
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